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F. NEW DELHI VISIT 

1. Cabinet 

2. Ministerial Biographies 

3. Other Biographies: 

(i) Central Government 

(ii) Industrialists 

4. Meeting w~th Prime Minister 

(i) Note on Policy Options 

(ii) Note on Ganges Waters 
(sent to Mr. McNamara 
separately by Mr. Stern) 

5. Meeting with Finance Minister 
{Attachment ~ Letter from J. Wall) 

6. Meeti .ng with Minister of Health and 
Family Planning 

7. Meeting with Minister of Agricultur~ 
and Irrigation 

8. Meeting with Deputy Chairman of 
Planning Commission 

9. Meeting with Minister of Industry 

10. Note on Import Policy 

11. Note on Exports 
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INDIA 

Biosraphical Data on: 

President 

Cabinet Members 

Mr. Minister of Defense 

Mr. Minister of Industry 

Mr. Minister of ·Agriculture and Irrigation 

Dr. Minister of Health and Family Planning 

Mr. c. Minister of Finance 

Ministers of State 

Mr. D.P. Chattopadhyaya Minister of State for Commerce 

Dr. ·shankar Ghose Minister of State for Planning 

Mr. Pranab Mukherjee - ~ Minister of State for Revenue and Banking 

. October 15, 1976 



Bansi Lal 

K. Brahmananda Reddy 

G. s. Dhillon 

Kamlapati Tripathi 

. H. R . Gokhale 

K. D. Malaviya 

P. c. Sethi 

A@ 

. ____.--/ 

T. 

K. Raghu Ramaiah 

Raj Bahadur 

S arma 

En;;; 
Syed Mir Qasim 

October 15, 1976 

INDIA 

List of Cabinet Members 

Prime Minister; .also Planning, Atomic 
Energy, Electronics and Space 

Agriculture arid Irrigation 

External Affairs 

Defense 

Finance 

Home Affairs 

Shipping and Tran·sport 

Railways 

Law, Justice and Company Affairs 

Petroleum 

Chemicals and Fertilizers 

Industry 

Works, Housing and Parliamentary 
Affairs 

Tourism and Civil Aviation 

Communications 

Health and Family Planning 

Civil Supplies and Co-operation 
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During his tenure in Parliament, he came in close contact with 
Gulzari Lal Nand·a, and became his political follower. In the 
1967 elections,he joined the State Assembly and a year later 

· was appointed Chief Mini Har ana. In that capacity, he 
. revealed hims elf as an administrator concerned "only with 
result~'. He disp~nSed with a great deal of r~d tapism and 
made the economy of Ha.ryana hitherto neglected, as prosperous 

. as that of neighbouring Punjab. His theme 
electricity to every village, and in doing 
about a tota sforma 

Bansi Lal is said to be 
He . is said to be particularly ...,c-.l~o-s..,e-:--.t .-o~oioloill~ ..... iiiiiii,;~~~;.;::.;::...; 
son. _He was brought to the Center in December 

Mr. T.A. Pai - Minister of Industry 

Age 54. T.A. Pai comes from a well-known family in 
Karnataka with a teputation for its ~ocial concerns. His 
father, T.M.A. Pai, a physician, founded the Manipal Industrial 
Trust which includes an array of industrial and educational 
institutions. The largest enterprise, founded by the Pai, 
family, is · the Syndicate Bank established in the 1920s. On 
the basis of mobilising small rural savings deposits, the 

'cate Bank is now one est, nationalized, 
commercial banks in India. 

Mr. Pai graduated in Commerce and Economics from the 
Sydenham College, Bombay. In 1943; he joined Syndicate Bank 
as Deputy Manager and became its General Manager ·a year later. 
Under his uidance, the S nd' ank ex anded wid ; set up 
a very enlightened policy of rural banking, being the first 
fi nancial inst1tution to initiate schemes for credit facilities 
to small farmers. 

In 1965, Mr. Subramaniam, the then Food Minister, 
approached Mr. Pai to be the first Chairman of the Food Corpora
tion of India, which was set up at a time when the Government 
decided to enter the . food trade. He was responsible for 
formulating the policies of the Corporation and setting up the 
organization with branches in many states. 
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In 1966, Mr. Pai went back to the Syndicate Bank 
and a year later became its Chairman. 

In 1970-71, he became Chairman of the government-
. owned Life Insurance Corporation. In 1971, he resigned to . 
contest a seat in the Rajya Sabha (Upper House of the Indian 
P·arliament) from Mysore. In 1972, he joined the Central 
Council of Ministers. · He was Cabinet Minister for Railways, 
1972-73; for Heavy Industry 1973-74, holding additional 
charge of Ministry of Steel and Mines July 1973-January 1974; 
and also Civil Supplies until mid-August 1976. 

Now, Ministe~ for Industry (since October 1974), 
he has the reputation of being one of the most pragmati~, 
dynamic and efficient ministers in the Cabinet His effec-
veness 1s Min1stry sa tributed to the particular · 

understanding he has of the proble~s of the private sector. 
With a healthy disregard for red tape, he does not seem to 
hold any rigid views on the res ective roles of public ana 

ndian industry. 

Mr. P~i is married to Vasanta Pai, a prominent 
social worker. 

Mr. Jagjivan Ram - Minister of Agriculture and Irrigat.ion 

Age~ Mr. Jagj~van Ram was born at Arrah in Bihar 
and received h1s education in Banaras and Calcutta. Quite 
early in life, he took active interest in the emancipation of 
his community, the Harij ans, and became Secretary of ·the 

. Harij an Sevak Sangh 1n Bihar. Since then, he has been closely 
associated with for and for improving 

He entered politics in 1937, when he was elected to 
the Bihar Assembly. In 1942, he ~ent to jail in the Quit India 
movement. After release, he tou~d tht! EB&ffti:y to strengthen 
the depressed classes organization. In 1946, he joined the 
Interim Government under Jawaharlal Nehru as Member for Labor. 
On August 15~ 1947, he became Minister for Labor. After the 
1952 elections, he became Minister for Communications and it 
was under him that air transport was nationalized and co~ 
munication facilities in the country were substantially expanded. 
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For six yeats, from 1957-62, he handled the Railway 
portfolio. After a spell out of office under the Kamaraj 
Plan (Mr. Nehru's strategy for getting the Congress old guard 
to leave office and work atrevitalizing the Party), Mr. 
Jagjivan Ram was back in the Cabinet in 1966' when he became 
Minist~r for Labor, :E:mployment and Rehabilitation and then 
Minister of Food., Agriculture, Connnunity Development and 
Cooperation from 1967 - 1970; holding, in addition, charge 
of the Ministry of Labor, Employment and Rehabilitation from 
1960 - 1970. He was appointed Defense Minister on June 29, 
1970 and became Minister of Agriculture and Irrigation in . 
the Cabinet reshuffle in October 1974. 

For a time, he was active on behalf of India in the 
ILO and also in the FAO • . 

Being a Harijan himself, Mr. Jagjivan Ram has had a 
firm grip on the bulk of India's harijans ·and had a consider
able political following from the Hindu belt of North India. 
At one time, he commanded a major block of votes in Pariiament. 
His Ru ort was . ia ' arl ars of Prime 
Ministership in givin'g her a majority in Parliament. A shrewd 
politician and an able administrator with a J:u::gad pol 1 ti~al 
base, Mr. Jagj ivan Ram was the 

st · owerful ~liticians in 

Mr. Jagjivan Ram was widowed aro is remarried. 

Dr. Karan Sin 

Age nown as "Tiger", Karan Singh, the only~ 
f the Mahar a as , was orn in March 193.1 at Cannes, 

educated at the elitest Doon School in Debra Dun, and received 
his Ph.D. in Philosophy from Delhi University. · Deeply religious 
and committed to Hindu philosophy, he has been referred to as 
the "austere prince". When the issue of abolition of Princely 
purses an pr1vi eges came up in Parliament, Dr. Karan Singh 
voluntarily surrendered urse to a chari.table trust. 

Catapulted into political life at the age of 18 in 
1949, when his father quit, Dr. Karan Singh was head of the 
State of Jammu and Kashmir for 18 years. As Regent from 1949-52, 
elected Sadar- - State) from 1952-65, Governor 
from 1965-67. 

' . . ...: ~- \ . ' 
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· In March 1967, at the age of 36, soon after India's 
fourth General Elections, Dr. Karan Singh came to the Central 

· cabinet as Minister for Tourism and Civil Aviation. From 
1967-73 he put together a dynamic team and a very ambitious 
program to build the basic infrastructure for tourism in India. 

In November 1973, he took over the ·portfoli.o of 
Health and Family Pianning. One of his opening statements 
was "Development is the best contraceptive". 

Dr. Karan Singh has been Chancellor of the Jammu and 
Kashmir University as well as Banaras Hindu University. 
Actively interested in Public Affairs, he is Secretary of the 
Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund, Chairman of the Indian ·Board 
for Wild Life and of Project Tiger. 

Dr. Karan Singh is author of several books on 
political science, essays of a philosophical nature, travel
ogues, ·translations .· of Kashmiri folk songs and original poems 
in English. He has written popular devotional songs and is a 
keen. student of indian classical music. 

He i~married to Shrimati Yasho Rajya Lakshmi of 
Nepal, a social worker 1'Tl the field of mental retardation. 
They have three children:a g1rl and two boys. 

Mr. C. 

Ag Has a reputation of being a man of high 
personal integrity. A la er by profession, he moved into 
active politics fairly early in his career and became a promr 
inent member of the Congress Party in the South. For his 
participation in the freedom movement he served spelis of 
imprisonment in the years 1932-41. 

In the post~Independence period, he was a member of 
the Madras Assembly in 1952, and held portfolios for Finance, · 
Education and Law. In 1962, he came to the Center as a Member 
of Parliament, and between 1962-67 held in quick succession 
portfolios of Steel and Heavy Industry; Steel, Mines and Heavy 
Engineering; Food and Agriculture and Community Development. 
As Minister for Food and Agriculture {1965-67) ' he initiated 
major programs which eventually paved the wa§'?for the green 
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revolution. In the ~e~n~e~r~a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
parliament eat and remained out of politics for t e next 

our. years. Between 1967-69, he served as Chairman of the 
Aeronautic Committee~ followed by a six months tenure as 
President of the Indian National Congress and a ~urther ·year 
as Chairman of the National Commission on Agriculture • . 

He staged a comeback into politics iri the 1971 
elections, and was appointed Minister for Planning and Deputy 
Chairman of the Planning Commission. In July 1972, he joined 
the Ministry of Industrial Development and Science and 
Technology. He was responsible for introducing greater 
pragmatism in the industrial licensing policy of 1973 and, in 
general, streamlining procedures for monitoring India's complex 
system of administrative controls. In October 1974, he 
replaced· Mr. Y.B~ Chavan as Finance Minister. 

Mr .. Subramaniam has been in poor health lately; he has 
had wo heart attacks in the course of the past year. Mr. 
Subramaniam is rsonal base and follower-
ship. His influence is based on the respect he enjoys as an 
able and experienced governmental leader. This influence is 

t.o have declined some ever the emergency· the 
1s inistry was for all practical purposes sp it 

into two last December, with the Minister of State, Mr. Pranab 
MukherJee, 1ndepen ent y in charge of the Departments of 
Revenueand Banking, is geneally taken as evidence of this 
diminished influence~ · 

Ministers of State 

Mr. D. P. Chattopadhyaya- Minister of State for Commerce 

Age 43. Educated at the University of Calcutta 
and the London Schoof of Economics with a Ph.D. from 
London University. He began his teaching career at the 
University of Jadavpur where he rose to the rank of 
Professor of Political Science. He has taken a keen 
interest in student movements and politics. Prior to his 
election to Rajya Sabha in 1969, he was a member of All 
India Congress Committee. He was appointed Minister of 
State for Health artd Family Planning in 1971 and after the 
tenure of two years he took charge of the Commerce Ministry. 
His special interests are Philosophy and Sociology. He is 
an author of many books and papers. Important among these 
are: 

Individuals and Societies, A Methodological Inquiry 

Societies and Cultures 

Individuals and Worlds: Essays · Anthropologica~ 
Rationalism. 
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·Dr. Shartkar ·Ghose- M1nister of State ·far ·Planning 

Age 51. He obtained a Master's degree from the 
University of Calcutta and a Ph.D. from .London University. 
Subsequently, he was also called to . the Bar from the Inner 
Temple. He practised as a senior advocate until 1971, when 
he joined the West Bengal Assembly. As M1nister for Finance , 
Development and Planning, he showed remarkable administrative 
capability. Within two to three years, the overdues of the 
State Government with the Reserve Bank of India had been 
settled and general financial discipline imposed. There was 
notable success in one sector - namely, the co-operatives 
where the overdues to the State Government amo~ting to over 
80 per cent, were reduced to less than 20 per cent within a 
year. His success with the State Government brought him to 
the notice of the Prime M1nister, who invited him to join the 
Cabinet as M1nister of Planning in April, 1976. He has 
several publications to his credit. These are: 

The Western Impact on Indian Politics (1967) 
The Renaissance of M1litant Nationalism 

in India (1969) 
Socialism and Communism in India (1971) 
Socialism, Democracy and Nationalism 

in India (1975) 
Political Ideas and MOvements in India (1975) . 

Age 41. Educated at the University of Calcutta. 
He spent the first ten years of his career as a university · · 
lecturer and journalist. In 1967, he joined the "Bangla 
Congress", a breakaway Congress group in Bengal, founded .by 
Ajoy Mukherjee. In 1971, however, with the merging of Bangla 
Congress with the main body, he was elected to the Parliament 
as a member of the Rajya Sabha {upper house). In 1973, he 
was appointed Deputy Minister of Industrial Development under 
Mr. C. Subramaniam, who was the Minister. He served as a 
Minister of State for Shipping and Transport during the greater 
part of 1974. In October 1974, he was shifted to the Finance 
Ministry where he was responsible for the departments of 
Revenue and Banking, under the overall charge of Mr. C. Subramaniam. 
However, in December 1975, these departments were delinked f rom 
the Finance Ministry, and Mr. Mukherjee was placed in independent 
charge. 

During the short spell he has been in the Center, he 
has ained the confidence of the Prime Minister. MOre recentl y , 
after the emergency he has come airly close to the Prime M1nis r's 
son. He is said to be pragmatic, bar ~rking and ab e to initiat e 
bold measures if he is convinced about the ~sdom of doing so. 



Mr. S. Chakravarty - Member, Planning Commission 

Age .43. He is an outstanding economist and econometrician. 
Educated at the University of Calcutta and the Netherlands School 
df Economics, Rotterdam. He taught at the MIT~ for a short spell 
before returning to India where he was professor at the Universities 
·of· Calcutta and Delhi. He joined the Planning Commission in early 
1971. He was Chairman of the Fuel Policy Committee 1974, and he 
has been generally responsible for all matters relating to energy 
an He is a so y respons e or hav g tr uced 
in the Planning Commission, modern techniques of project appraisal 
for the evaluation of public sector projects. 

Mr-. A. Chandrasekhar - Additional Secretary, Ministry of Health 
and Family Planning 

Age 52. Mr. A. Chandrasekhar belongs to the Andhra Pradesh 
cadre of the Indian Administrative Service . He was officer on 
Special Duty in the Ministry of Home Affairs and later Additional 
Registrar General of India. Be was promoted Registrar General 
and Census Commissioner in 1969 and held this position until 1972, 
being in charge of the 1971 Population Census. 

In 1972 he was transferred to the Ministry of Health as 
Joint Secretary and made respOnsible for the national family 
planning program. Within the Ministry of Health he was promoted 
to Additional Secretary in late 1975 in charge of Department 
of Family Planning. He .was further promoted to Special Secretary 
in · June 1976 but was kept on in charge of family planning. 

Be has attended several international population con
ferences, including the Bucharest Conference in 1974, and he 
was a member of he IBRD Panel on Population. A few months 
ago his son went to tates or studies at MIT. 

Professo to the Prime Minister 

Age 57. A Kashmir! Bralmin, P. N. Dhar received his M.A. 
from Delhi University in 1940. Professor Dhar, as he is known, 
is an economist by profession. Be started his career as a teacher, 
first in Peshawar (now in Pakistan) and .later in Delhi. · In 1963 
he became the Director of the Institute of Economic Growth and 
held this position unitl he was invited by Mrs. Gandhi to join 
the Government. The Institute is attached to the Delhi University . . ~ 
and concentrates on applied economics. Professor Dhar' s ~ 4::::;. 
was Ind D lo en , and he has always had a stroog focus 
on political economics. 
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In 1962 he was sent on a UN assignment as Economic 
Advisor to Cheddi Jagan in British Guiana. 

In 1970 Professor Dhar joined t he Government as 
Economic Advisor to Mrs. Gandhi. Mter Mr. Haksar's retire
ment, the job of Principal Private Secr etary to Mrs. Gandhi 
was abolished but Professor Dhar was a ppointed as Secretary 
to the Prime Minister. In Government, Professor Dhar's tolerant, 
accommodating personality and his skill in nego tin between 
contrary po w have been grea asset. He was closely 
connected with Mrs. Gandhi's Bangladesh Policy in 1971, and 
rapproachment with Sheikh Abdullah in 1975. 

Professor Dhar is married to Sheila Dhar, who was with 
the Government of India Publications Division and is the author 
of two books· on India for children. She is an accomplished 
Indian musician and has participated in many concerts· They 
have two children. 

Mr P. N. · Haksar - Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission 

Age 63. A Kashmir! Brahmin, Mr . Haksar studied Law at 
Lincolns Inn, and is a graduate of the London School of Economics. 
He started his career by practicing law in Allahabad._ 

Mr. Haksar joined the Indian Foreign Service in 1947. 
After 21 years in diplomacy, in. 1968 he was appointed Secretary 
to the Prime Minister (Mrs. Gandhi) until 1971. He retired and 

as Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister. 

Again, after retirin from Government service in 1973 
Mr. Baksar was invited by Mrs. Gandhi to re o s the Deputy 
Chairman of the Planning Coumission in 1974. A close confidant 
of Mrs. Gandhi, and one of the most powerful and committed men 

government during his tenure as Principal Private Secretary 
to the PM (1968-73), he was responsible for the organization 
of the PM' s secretariat making it the major policy making 
apparatus in the country. In line with his personal ideology, ~ ____.--
Mr. Haksar supported policies with a strQDg socialist ideglog-~ 
_...,.....,.~a~s:.=e.:.. Bringing into power people like Kumaramangalam, 
Wahdud Khan who also had strong left inclinations and belonged 
to the group of young brilliant radica l students who attached 
themselves to Krishna Menon when they were students or lived 
in England in the 1940s. In Indira Gandhi's Secretariat he 
r$Presented the radical conscience in a government that was 
basically middle of the road. He supported the expansion and 

- development of the Publ ic Sector, socialization of key sectors 
like the grain trade etc., and in his policies he ran contrary 
to the em in interests of Sanj ay Gandhi especially 1ri con-

. nect on with Maruti t e project which Mr. Gandhi runs 
in the private sector). 

·o 
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Before joining the PM's Secretariat as its chief, 
Mr. Haksar was Deputy High Commissioner to the United Kingdom 
for two years, and earlier Secretary, Indian High Commission, 
London during 1948-49 and Counsellor during 1952-55. 

Mr. Haksar functioned as External Affairs Ministry 
spokesman during 1955-58, having been Director, External 

· Publicity Division. He was a member of the UN Expert Committee 
on Public Information from March to September 1958; a delegate 
to the diplomatic conference in Geneva for Red Cross Conventions 
in 1949 and later adviser and alternate chairman, Neutral 
Nationals Repatriation Commission, Korea during 1953-54. 

He was High Commissioner in Nigeria during 1960-62 
and Ambassador to Austria during 1964-65. 

In addition to being Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission, 
he is also chairman of the National Council of Science and Tech
nology, The Environmental Protection Agency and the Indian 
Statistical Institute. 

Since June 1975 he has maintained a fairly low profile. 
With the declaration of the Emergency, the Planning Commission 
work has also receded in the background. 

Married to Urmilla Haksar who was a member of the Status 
of Women Committee and has recently published an autobiographical 
novel. They have two young daughters. Mr. Haksar is a superb 
amateur cook. 

Dr. G. S. Kalkat - Agricultural Commissioner and Ex Officio 
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture 
and Irrigation, Government of India 

. Dr. Kalkat holds the highest tecbnical position in the 
Ministry of Agriculture. He is responsible for the technical 

aspects of all agticuitural programs. He exercises this respon
sibility by playing a crucial role in the GOI's analysis of 
statewide agricultural problems, the planning of state agri
cultural production programs and the evaluation of those programs • 

. A realistic 
a keen 

the Eastern 
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He was handpicked for his present job over many more 
s~ior colleagues by the Prime Minister in June 1973. Prior 
to that he was Director of Agriculture for the Punjab State 
Government. As one of the youngest Directors of Agriculture 
in the country, he earned an excellent reputation for his work 
in planning and coordinating the supply of credit, inputs and 
minor irrigation. In 1957 he received a two-year Rockefeller 
Foundation Fellowship for advanced studies in a ulture in 

In recognition of his valuable contributions to planning 
and implementation of agricultural development programs, his 
term in office has been extended by one year. 

Dr. Kalkat is fifty years old, married and has four 
children. 

Age 54. When Mr. Mehta took over as Foreign Secretary 
fran Kewal Singh in April 1976, he became the first non-ICS 
career Indian Foreign Service officer to hold this post. 
Educated at Allahabad University and at Cambridge UK, Mr. Mehta 
started his career as a lecturer in Allahabad. Then did a short 
stint in the Indian Navy (1945-46). 

In 1947 he joined the Indian Foreign Service. · In 1960 
he led the Indian official team for discussion on Sino-Indian 
Boundary question. From 1966-69, he served as Joint Secretary 
and first Head of Policy Planning Division in the Ministry of 
External Affairs. Since 1974, he was additional Secretary, in 
charge first of Administration and Policy Planning and later 
of Administration and Africa. In October 1975, he led the 
Indian Delegation for settlement of compensation of Indian 
nationals in Uganda. His service abroad has included senior 
appointments in India's Missions in London, Berne, Bonn, Peking 
and his last foreign assignmen~ was in Dar-es-Salaam, as Indian 
Ambassador to Tanzania. 

Jagat is a specialist in Chinese Affairs and in 1969/70 
was a fellow at the K rnational Aff irs 
in Harvar • Since his assignment as Foreign Secretary, 
Mr. Mehta implemented the normalization of relations wil:h 
Pakistan and attended the . Non-Aligned Conference at Colombo 
this year. 
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His wife, Rama Mehta, also served in the Indian Foreign 
Service during the period 1948-51. An M.A. from Delhi University 
and Columbia University, Mrs. Mehta was a Fellow of the Radcliffe 
Institute for Independent Study for three years. A sociologist, 
she is the Author of Ramu, Keshav, Western Educated Hindu Women, 
Divorced Hindu Women, and th Mrs. Catherine Galbraith 
of India Now and Thro h 

The Mehtas have four grown children. 

Mr. K. S. Narang - Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture 

Mr.· Narang joined the Indian Administrative Service and 
was a successful candidate in the 1948 batch from the Punjab 
cadre. 

Mr. Narang was Secretary, Agriculture, Government of 
Punjab and later Financial C011111issioner of the Government of 
Punjab. He joined the Central Government in 1972 as Joint 
Secretary, Ministry of Coomerce. Later he was made the 
Additional Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat. In January 1976 
he became Secretary, Department of Agriculture in the Mini~ try 
of Agriculture and Irrigation. 

Mr. Narang is married and has two children. 

Mr. Gian Prakash - Secretary, Ministry of Health and 
Family Planning 

Age 52. Mr. Prakash holds an M.A. degr~e and is 
a member of the Indian Administrative Services. 

Mr. Prakash was appointed the Health Secretary in 1975. · 
In this position he has administrative charge of the Ministry 
of Health and Family Planning. Prior to his appointment in 
the Ministry, Mr. Prakash was Additional Secretary in the 
Department of Cabinet· Affairs. 

Mr. Prakash is a versatile .administrator, who has 
served in various responsible positions both at the Center 
and Uttar Pradesh Governments, as a District Magistrate, 
Collector, Secretary, Local Self Government (Municipal 
Corporations), and Chairman, Town and Country -Planning. 
The Ministry of Health is not new to him, since he served 
as a Joint Secretary (Department of Health) in 1963. He was 
the Chief Secretary in Uttar Pradesh in 1973 when Presidential 
rule was imposed on the State due to. failure of the popular 
government • 
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Dr. D.P. Singh- Chairman, National Seeds ·corporation 

Age 60. He has a Master's degree in Arts and 
a Bachelor's degree in Law. He began his career as lecturer 
in Rural and Agricultural Economics in Government College, 
Kanpur (1940). In 1941 he Joined the UP State Government 
service, and after Independence was absor bed into the Indian 
Administrative Service. As a civil servant he ha~ served in 
various capacities, but a considerable part of his career has 
been in the area of agriculture, irrigation and community 
development. Between 1957-61 he served as a UN Expert on 
Cammunity Development. On his return he was appointed Chief 
of Agriculture and Commtmity Development Division, Planning 
Commission. Between 1966-74 he served as the Vice Chancellor 
of UP Agricultural University, Pantnagar . He was also a member 
of the National Commission on Agriculture . In 1969 he was 
awarded Padma Shri by the Government of India, and an Honorary 
LLD by the Illinois University, USA. 

After retirement in December 1974 he was appointed 
as Chairman of the National Seeds Corporation arid States 
Farms Corporation of India, posts he continues to hold to 
date. 

Dr. Man Mohan Singh - Chief Econamic Advisor 
to the Government of India 

~ter taking his Master' s degree in Economics 
from University, he went on to Cambridge for Tripos 
in Economics. He stood first in the University in order of 
merit and was awarded the Adam Smith Prize for 1956 and was 
elected Wrenburg Scholar for 1957. In 1962 he took his D. Phil. 
from the Oxford University. In the years 1957-1965 he was 
teaching at the University of Punjab, wher e he rose from senior 
lecturer to full fledged professor. In 1966 he joined the 
UNcrAD for a brief period, after which he. ·was appointed Chief, 
Financing for Trade Section at the UN Secr etariat, New York. 

In 1969 he returned to India, and joined the Delhi 
University as Professor of International Trade, i>e1hi School 
of Economics. Two years .later in 1971 he moved to the Govern
ment of India as Economic Advisor in the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade. In the course of his work he attended the Ministerial 
Meeting of the Group . of 77 held in Lima October 71, and the 
Third Session of the UNcrAD held in Santiago, Chile in May 72. 
Since May 1972 he has functioned as Chief, Economic Advisor, 
Ministry of Finance. He represented India on the lMF 
Ministerial Committee on the reform of the international 
monetary system 1972-74. 

0 
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Dr. Singh has a number. of books and articles to his 
credit. He is currently working on a book entitled "The_ 
International Environment 'for Development." This book deals 
with the o e e o cies which have 
a bearing on development prospects of the poor countries. 
He is also preparing a monograph on "International Monetary 
Systelll in Developing Countries." 

Mr. B. Sivaraman - Member, Planning Commission 

Age 64. Educated at the University of Madras where he 
obtained a Master's degree in arts. Joined the Indian Civil 
Service in 1933 and was assigned to the State of Bihar, which 
he served in various capacities as Distri ct Magistrate and 
Sessions Judge. In 1946 his services were transferred to the 
State of Orissa. In Orissa, he was in turn Secretary of 
Transport, Divisional Camnissioner, Member, Board of Revenue, 
~d !inal_ly Ch_i_ef _Secretary in 1961. He came to the· center_ih_1965 
as Secretary in the Ministry of Agriculture. He functioned in that 
capacity for the next three years, and wi th Mr. C. Subramaniam who was 
then Minister of Agriculture, he was instrumental in introducing the 
"green revolution". In 1968 he was _appointed Cabinet Secretary. 

He retired in November 1970 from the Civil Service and 
in February 1971 he took over as Chairman of the National Com
inission on Agriculture. With the completion of the task of the 
Camnission he was appointed Member, Planning Camnission {March 
1973). His special responsibilities are agriculture, irrigation 
and rural development. Between 1973-75 he was a member of the 
Bank's Agricultural Panel, and in 1975-76 he was member of the 
Consultative Committee of the Asian Development Bank on updating 
the Asian Agricultural Survey. · 

Mr. Mantosh Sandhi - Secretary, Department of Heavy Industries 

Age 53. After taking a Master's degree in mathematics 
from the University of Punjab, be graduated in automobile 
engineering fran Loughborough College, UK in 1948. He joined 
tbe Industrial Management Pool and was appointed General Manager 
of Heavy Vehicles Factory at Avadi in September 1960. He remained 
in that capacity for the next seven years, showing a rare cc.-

.bination of adBinistrative skill and _specialist knowledge. 
Be was responsible for the negotiation with the collaborators 
for the development of a suitable design for a tank, plan t he 
factory and arrange for the setting up for the infrastructure 
facilities to sustain a program for the Dlallufacture of anaored 
fighting vehicles. 
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His next assignment was Chairman and Managing Director. 
of the Bokaro Steel Plant (1969-1973). Here also the entire 
responsibility for the execution of the Project was given to 
hili.: The Blast Furnace was commissioned ahead of time, in .spite 
of the fact that 85% of the equipment was procured domestically, 
and manpower had to be trained from scratch. Since 1973, he has 
been Secretan to the Government of India in the Department of 
Heavy Industries. His specific responsibility continues to be 
public sector enterprises, and in the three years he has been 
at the Center he has once again distinguished himself by bringing 
about a performan~ oriented approach in ~ number of public 
sector enterprises. His responsibilities cover formulation of 
national policy relating to heavy industries in general, and 
preparing guidelines and providing coordination in the matter 
of administration and production in 18 public sector undertakings 
in heavy engineering, with a total investment of Rs 550 crores. 

He was awarded ''Padma Shri" in January 1968. In 1973 
the Indian Council of the Institution of Production Engineers 
awarded him the Sir Walter Puckey Prize, for the most outstanding 
contribution to production engineering. 

More recently, Mr. Sandhi was· Chairman of a c011111ittee ~ ~ 
to study the export prospects of engineering industries. ~ 

the most i ortant recommendations of the committeewas to 

' ment in August 1975. 
made in licensing and export 
Committee Recommendation. 

Mr. R. C. Sood - Joint Secretary and Extension Commissioner, 
Ministry of Agriculture 

Mr. Sood is 52 years old. Since 1958 he has been an 
lAS officer of the Rajasthan cadre. 

Mr. Sood's present position was created. specifically 
for him in August 1976 in recognition of his achievements in 
reforming the extension service in Rajasthan, where he had 
been Agricultural Production Commissioner and Secretary, 
Command Area Development and Water Use Department since 1974. 
In that post he worked closel!nwith Benor in developing the 

Masim renro_izat on in the Cbambal and 
Strongly committe to this 

extension approach he pushed successfully for its expansion 
throughout most of _Rajasthan and prepared the report for 
the Rajasthan Research and Extension Project expected to be 
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appraised in October. He has been an effective spokesman for · 
the extension approach with officials from the GOI and other 
states. In his present position he could play a key role in 
strengthening extension more widely throughout India. 

While Mr. Sood' s primary concern in the past several 
years has been with extension reform, he also played ~ major 
role in preparing Rajasthan's component for the upc~ng · 

_Seeds II project. Before be became Agricultural Production 
Commissioner, he was Area Development Commissioner for the 
Chambal Project and in that capacity was involved in the 
preparation of the Bank-financed Chambal CAD project. 

Most of Mr. Sood's earlier career also involved work 
in agriculture and animal husbandry. During his posting with 
the Central Government he was Chairman of the Delhi Milk Scheme 
and before that Director of Administration in the then Direc
torate of Extension. His first assignment in Rajasthan in 
1958 was as Special· · Offic~r preparing the master plan for 
development of the Rajasthan Canal Project Area. 

Dr. H. 

from Cambridge University. 
his career as Assistant Botanist at the Central Rice Research 
Institute, Cuttack, later became Director of the Indian Agri
cultural Research Institute, Pusa. He then became Director 
General of the !CAR (the national _ autonomous body dealing with 
all agricultural research and education in India). The ICAR 
is linked with the Government of India through the Department 
of Education and Research in the Ministry of Agriculture, 
and Dr. Swaminathan is also Secretary of this Department. 
He is a Fellow of the Royal Society, London, Indian National 
Science Academy and Academy of Science. He was also nominated 
President of the Science Congress Association in 1976 and 
Vice President of the Protein Advisory Group of the UN. 

Shy, soft spoken, thoughtful, prudent and pragmatic, 
he has been largely responsible for building up the ICAR to 
its present stature. Until a few years ago, the ICAR was very 
bureaucratic. Dr. Swaminathan pioneered a review of the organ
ization after a series of suicides by scientists and a lot of 
unsavory publicity. Consequently, as an integral part of the 
new organization, an Agricultural Research Service and a Staff 
College have been established to provide promotion and advance
ment to scientists solely on the basis of their merit and 
achievements, as well as in-service training in research 
management and administration. 

. 0 . 
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One of Dr. Swaminathan' s main achievements has· been . 
his work in introducing dwarf wheat into India and in develop
ing the high-yl e i d:til varieties program. He is partie r y 
intereste an actively involved in home science and education 
of rural women. In 1971 he received the Ramon Magsaysay Award 
for Community Leadership. 

Dr. Swaminathan is married to Mina, only daughter of 
S. Boot haling am and they have three children. A teacher by 
profession, Kina Swaminathan is in her own right a leading 
figure in the field of education. Formerly , Member of the 
Central Board for Secondary Education, Member Governing Body 
of the Mobile Creches; Founder/President of the All India 
Nursery Schools Association, Mrs. Swaminatban has worked on 
a number of UNICEF Projects and publications. 



Miss Usha Bhagat - Social Secretary to Prime Minister 

Age approximately 50 years. BA in Liberal Arts from 
Kinnaird American Presbyterian College, Lahore. Belonging to a 
large Punjabi family which moved from Lahore in 1947 to Delhi. · 

Miss Bhagat started her career as a teacher in a Nursery 
School, where she taught Rajiv and Sanjay Gandhi. Through this 
contact developed a long association with the Nehru and Gandhi 
families. In 1953 ~ she started to work on an informal, part
time basis with Mrs. Gandhi who was then living at Teen Murti 
House with Pandit Nehru as the official hostess to the Indian 
PM. Gradually, as Mrs. Gandhi emerged more and more into public 
life, Usha also became more and more involved and her work with 
Mrs. Gandhi increased. Through the years, she has been personal 
secretary to Mrs. Gandhi, Information and Cultural Affairs 
Officer attached to the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 
when Mrs. Gandhi was Minister and later joined the PM's 
Secretariat as Social Secretary to the PM Mrs. G~Adhi with the 
rank of Deputy Secretary in the Government of India. Loyal 
and dedicated to Mrs. Gandhi and her family Usha has recently 
been on a long leave and abroad on a trip with a delegation of 
folk artists, musicians arid artisans to this summer's Washington 
Folk Festival sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution. 

Usha is a talented folk singer herself and has done a 
lot of research on folk melodies and ballads, particularly of 
North India and Kashmir. She has been Mrs. Gandhi's main 
communications link with artists, painters and musicians and 
through her they have found a very sympathetic hearing to their 
problems. 

A person with great charm, informality and s~plicity, 
Usha is one of the few people around the PM who keep her in 
touch with people and events on a very human level. 

Prof. Y. Nayudamma - Secretary to the Government of India in the 
Department of Science and Technology and 
Director General, Council of Scientific & 
Industrial Research 

A Prof. Nayudamma graduated in industrial chemistry 
from the B Hindu University and was associated with the 
Institute of Leather Technology, Madras from 1943-45. In 1946, 
the Government of Madras sent h~ for advanced training in 
leather technology to UK (1946-47) and USA (1947-51) where he 
worked at the Lehigh University for his Ph.d under the renowned 
leather technologist the late Dr. Edwin R. Theis. 

On return to India in 1952, he associated h~elf with 
the Central Leather Research Institute (CLRI), Madras, which he 
helped plan and organize into a full-fledged national laboratory. 
He became the Director of CLRI _in 1958. Under his leadership, 

0 
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CLRI has emerged as one of the most renowned centers of leather 
research in the country. 

In 1971 he was appointed Director General, CSIR, and . 
Secretary to the Government of India in the Department of Science 
and Technology. His immediate task was to implement the major 
recommendations of a Government of India Committee to institute 
structural changes in CSIR, in order to delegate more autonomy to 
the national laboratories and to turn the central office into a 
technical headquarters from a merely administrative one. 

~cience fo~he common m&)l' has always been one of the 
missions of Prof. Nayud•mma*s life. Towards this end, he 
introduced the adoption of some backward districts with a view 
to change the face of underdevelopment through the application of 
science and technology. Kar~ Nagar in Andhra Pradesh was the 
first district to be adopted for development. He has also 
attempted to establish closer links between the CSIR and industry, 
and introduced the scheme by which CSIR scientists could put up 
their own enterprises based on CSIR technologies. 

In the field of international collaboration, he~ 
t International Seminar on Transfer of Technology in 1972, and 
the th r meeting of t e ssoc ation for c operation in 
Asia in 1974, to foster greater scientific collaboration between 
India and other Asian countries. He is a consultant to the 
FAO, and has also been an adviser to the OAS (South American) 
countries. 

Mr. B. D. Pande - Cabinet Secretary and Principal Secretary, 
Planning Commission, Government of India. 

Age 59. One of the very few ICS (lmperial Civil Service) 
Officers still serving the government, and a batchmate of Peter _ 
Cargill, Mr. Pande hails from UP, was educated in Allahabad and 
Cambridge (UK) and joined the ICS in England in 1938. 

Spent the first 20 years of his service in Bihar in 
various capacities. From 1956 - 60 he was Development Commis
sioner for that state and moved to Delhi in 1960 a . Joint 
Secretary in the Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation. 
1960 - 63 Joint Secretary, Ministry of Economics and Defence 
Production; and 1963 - 65 Additional Secretary Ministry of Finance 
and Gold Control Administrator. In 1965 he moved to Bombay as 
Chairman of the Life Insurance Corporation. In 1967 he was 
appointed Commissioner General and Chief Secretary Bihar during 
the period of the Bihar drought and Famine. In August 1967 
Mr. Pande moved back to the Central Government as Secretary, 
Planning Commission. In 1970 he became Secretary, Heavy Industries 
and later Secretary Ministry of Industrial Development and 
Internal Trade. From 1970-72 he was Finance Secretary, and 
thereafter appointed Cabinet Secretary - the highest ranking 
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Civil Service post in the country. In 1975, upon retirement 
Mr. Pande was given an extension of service. 

Married to Vtmla Pande, they have 3 children. Arvind 
Pande is currently desk officer dealing with Bank and IMF affairs 
at the Department of Economic Affairs. He and his wife spent 
some time in the US as Technical Assistant to the Executive 
Director s. R. Sen. 

Dr. A. Ramachandran - Secretary1Department of Science and 
Technology 

Is in his early fifties. After completing basic engineer• 
ing studies from the University of Madras in 1943, he obtained 
a masters degree and a Ph.d from Purdue University. Upon return 
to India in 1950, he joined the faculty of the Indian Institute 
of Science at Bangalore, where he rose to be head of the Depart
ment of Mechanical Engineering. In 1967 he took over as 
Director of the Indian Institute of Technology at Madras, and 
six years later, joined as Secretary to the Department of Science 
and Technology. 

In the mid fifties he was in turn a post doctoral fellow 
at MIT and Columbia University. He has a number of professional 
publications to his credit, and is member of the major scientific 
institutions in the country, and of important national committees 
such as The National Committee on Science and Technology, and 
%he National Committee on Environmental Planning and Coordination. 
He has represented India in various UNESCO conferences on 
scientific matters; and has served as rapporteur and chairman 
of some of the sessions. 
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Mr. M. V. Arunachalam 

Mr. B.M. Birla 

Mr. S. Booth~lingam 

Mr. R.C. Maheshwari 

Mr. H.P. Nanda 

Dr. Bharat Ram 

Mr. Raunaq Singh 

Mr. P.L. Tandon 

October 18, 1976 

President, Federation of Indian 
Chamber of CoDDnerce and Industry 

Industrialist 

Adviser, NCAER 

Chairman, Engineering -Export 
Promotion Council (EEPC) 

Managing Director, Escorts Limited, 
New Delhi 

Chairman and Managing Director, 
Delhi Cloth and General Mills Co. Ltd. 

Industrialist - Bharat Steel Tubes 

Director General, National Council of 
Applied Economic Research, New Delhi 



Mr. M. V. Arunachalam - President, Federation of Indian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Age 49. Mr. Arunachalam graduated in Geology from 
the University of Madras and completed the Adv~ced Course from 
Harvard in 1965. As an entrepreneur, young, dynamic and an 
able administrator, he has helped his Uncle, Mr. A. M. 
Arunachalam, increase the family enterprises into one of the 
major industrial groups in the South. In the fiel~ess, 

arge campanies in India. He is the Managing 
Director of Tube Investments of India and Carborundum Universal. 
He has also been naminated by the Government of India to serve 
on a number of public coomittees and financial institutions. 
Recently appointed Member of the Indirect Taxation Enquiry 
Caunrittee, he is also a Director of the Reserve Bank of India 
for the Sourthern region, as well as a Trustee of the Unit 
Trust of India. In addition, Mr. Arunachalam is a member of 
the Campany Law Advisory Committee, constituted by the Govern
ment. He also serves as Director on the Board of ICICI. 

He was President of the Indian National Committee of 
the International Chamber of Camnerce in 1972 and 1973. Since 
1964, he has been associated closely with the affairs of same 
of the largest chambers of India: he was President of _ the 
Southern India Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Madras, and 
the Madras Management Association. In that capacity he_ was 
also actively involved in the effort of settin u a small 

Co adras with Bank 
support. 

In 1964, he served as Chairman of the Governing Council 
of the Central Electro-Chemical Research Institute, which is 
one of the national research laboratories under the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research. 

As a professional manager, he has participated as 
member in the Governing Council of the Indian Institute of 
Management, Ahmedabad, as well as on the Executive Committee 
of the All India Management Association. Currently, he is 
a member of the Board of Governors of the Indian Institute 
of Management, Bangalore. 

Mr. Arunachalam as Chairman of FICCI is coordinating 
all functions connected with the Golden Jubilee Celebrations 
of the FICCI: among these is a meeting of the International 
Chamber of Commerce, · Paris, which will hold its Council 
session in New Delhi from December 5 to December 8. 

He is married and has three children. 
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Mr. B.M. Birla - Industrialist 

A~ Member of the distinguished Marwari 
family of Birlas. B.M. Birla has po formal educat 
he is regarded as an outstanding business lea 

· family business hierarchy, he is .w=~t~i~n~i!Jmjtsll:J:.aD.CJU~~! 
brother, G.D. Birla. 

The Birlas, one of the so-called "large industrial 
houses", have extensive interests in a number of industries 
including textiles, automobile and en ineerin As 
a business group, irlas are second onl y to the 
terms of gross fixed asset;s. arge extent, e rapid 
expansion of the assets of the company and the varied spheres 
of involvement are due to the e~ergetic leadership provided by 
B.M. Birla in the late 1950s and mid 1960s. He is the Chairman 
of Hindustan MOtors - the makers of the popular Indian car 
"Ambassador" and "Bedford" trucks. He is also Director of 
several of the other Birla Companies. 

Mr. Birla has taken a leading role in forming 
associations of manufacturers of su a and P.a er. He was a 
member of the First Fiscal Commission (1950) and Chairman of 
the West Bengal Financial Corporation. He served a tenure of 
one year as President of the FICCI (Federation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce) in 1954/55; and is at present a member 
of its Standing Advisory Body. 
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Mr. S. Bootha1ingam - Adviser, NCAER 

Age 67. Educated at the Universities of Madras and at 
Cambridge where he obtained a Tripos in Economics in 1931. 
Shortly thereafter he joined the Indian Civil Service. After 
spending the first ten years of his service in various district 
and secretariat postings he came to the Center in 1940. He rose 
rapidly to the rank of Joint Secretary by 1946, and was posted 
alternately in the departments of Industry and Commerce. In 1955 
he was appointed Secretary to the Department of Iron and Steel, 
and during the six years he was there, was actively involved in 
the establislaent of thre·e public sector steel plants. Between 
1961 and 1966 he served as Finance Secretary (1961-63), Secretary, 
Economics and Defence Coordination (1963-64) and Secretary, 
Economic Affairs, Ministry_ of Finance (1964-66). 

As Secretary, Finance, and Defence Coordination, he was 
connected with important defence negotiation in the years 1961-64. 
During the two years at the Department of Econanic Affairs his 
work brought htm into close association with the Bank~ . 
~ Upon retirement in 1966, he was appointed Chairman of 

a one-man member cODDDittee to study the Reform of the Tax System. 
The report was published in 1968. In June 1967 he took over as 
Director General of the National Council of Applied Econanic 
Research, and remained in that post till March 1974. Mr. Bootha1igam 
is one of India's most brilliant administr tors, who subsequently 

e or his independent thinking as · 
e issues of the arg e mont ly publication 
He has been a champion for the relaxation of India's 

\rigid administrative controls system. He is currently associated 
with a number of important private sector companies. Prominent 
of these are: Chairman: Glaxo Laboratories 

Chairman: Molina of India 
Chairman: Triveni Tissues. 

Mr. R. C. Maheshwari - Chairman, Engineering Expor..t 
· Promot1on Council (EEPC) 

Age 43. Has a Master's degree in commerce and a bachelor's 
degree in law. After a brief time as a tax consultant he · joined 
the · Ratnakar Shipping Company, where he rose to the rank of General 
Manager by the age of 32. Four years later in 1969 he was appointed 
General Manager of Texmaco -- one of the leading engineering com
plexes managed by the Birla's and particularly noted for the 
manufacture of textile machinery. 
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Mr. Maheshwari is actively associated with a number of. 
institutions and trade bodies. Prominent of these are: Member 
of the Steering Committee of the Trade Development Authority, 

·Member of the Executive Councils of the Textile Machinery 
Manufacturer's Association, and the Association of Indian 
Engineering Industrjr. He is also on the Board of Directors of 
several large corporations. He was a member of the Reserve 
Bank's Study Group on National Bank Credit Policy, and the 
Calcutta Port Commissioner's Task Force for Rehabilitation 
of Calcutta Port. 

As Chairman of· the EEPC, Mr. Maheshwari has been 
crusading for the im rovement of ca a cit utilization . in 
ei!Sipeer concerns. In the field of exports; e s been 
articulate about the need to examine the ocean freight rate 
structure, which places Indian expo~ters at a considerable 
disadvantage. 

Mr. H. P. Nanda- Managing Director, Escorts Limited, 
New Delhi 

Age 58. Mr. Handa is currently President of the 
Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India. 
Mr. Nanda is a past President of the Indo-American Chamber 
of Commerce and is also Member of the Executive Committee 
of ·FICCI. 

He began his business career at an early age with 
family enterprises in transport in what is now West Pakistan. 
At the time of Partition he moved to Delhi and started Escorts 
Agents Ltd., initially as an agency house and later as a manu
facturer of agricultural machinery and ancillaries. 

Mr. Nanda has a joint venture with F 
of the United States . or anu acture of ..... t.r,.......,--. 
rec~tly also concluded a joint venture with a 
the manufacture of medical electronics equipment and X-ray 
equipment in the Santa Cruz Free Trade Zone. Escorts is also 
a recipient of a 16 million dollars IFC Foreign Exchange loan 
cambined _with a consortium of rupee finance from India-based 
institutions for Mahle ~tons manufacture in Bangalore. 
Just started, the factory is expected to be ready by November 
1977. 
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Mr. Nanda contested the 1971 general elections on 
a Swatantra Party ticket from the Ballabgarh constituency 
but suffered an overwhelming defeat by a candidate of the 
ruling Congress. After losing the 1971 elections, he resigned 
as Treasurer of the Swatantra Party, a position he had held 
for about four years. 

Although Mr. Nanda is highly regarded within the 
business camnunity, he continues to suff er in his dealings 

. due to his earlier association with the -
Sophisticated, smooth ~d 

has emerged as h Ind 
and a spokesman for the business communi ty. 

·Mr. Nanda is married and has four children. His two 
sons - Rajan is Vice Chairman, Escorts Limited and Anil is 
Consumer Manager, Goetze Piston Ring Plant. 

Mr. Raunag Singh - Industrialist - Bharat Steel Tubes 

Age 54. He is the founder of what is known as 
"Raunaq Enterprises" - a conglomerate .. of several companies, 
prominent amongst which are Bharat Steel Tubes, Bharat 
Gears, Apollo Tyres and Raunaq International. Raunaq Singh 
was educated in a village high school in West Punjab and at 
the e of sixteen be an his life a a collector. He 
soon rose to be a dealer in pipe product s and a ter con
solidating himself financially ventured into pipe manufacturing 
with an American collaboration in 1964. This was the birth of 
the Bharat Steel Tubes. Then began a phase of continuous 
expansion into new areas of activity and the founding of the 
Raunaq enterprises. 

Mr. Singh is a member of several important 
institutions such as the Indian Engineering Export Council, 
All India Shippers' Council, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade 
Council, Indo-German Chamber of Commerce, Indo-American Chamber 
of Commerce. His most prominent involvement is asPresident of 
the Federation of Indian Export Organization (FIEO). · He has 
emerged as the chief s okesman of the community of exporters. 
Recently, at the Annua nera eeting of t e , e presented 
the outline for a ten-point program to develop an integrated 
export strategy. 

His own organization has shown a remar~ble export 
consciousness. Bharat Steel Tubes increased its exports from 
Rs. 3.85 million in 1966 to Rs. 20 million in 1968 _and over 
Rs. 90 million by 1974/75. In 1969, he was awarded the First 
Prize by FICCI for the highest export performance by any 
individual manufacturing unit in the country. 

Raunaq Singh is one n 
entre reneurs. He is nev~e~r;:~~~~~~~~~~~r~e~l~a~- t~iv~e~ly~~ 
unsophisticated background, on is rather proud 
of it. 
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Dr. Bharat Ram - Chairman and Managing Director, 
Delhi Cloth and General Mills Co. Ltd. 

Age 62. Educated at St. Stephen's College, Delhi with 
a degree in Economics. Be joined the Delhi Cloth Mills, . 
a family venture, as an apprentice in 1935 and became-Joint 
Managing Director in 1948. In 1958 he was elected Chairman 
of the Board of Directors. 

Bharat Ram· is also Chairman of the Coramandel 
Fertilize Ltd., Shriram Bearing Ltd., Bengal Potteries Ltd., 
Director of New India As ce Co. Ltd., Escorts Ltd., and 
Bajaj E tricals Ltd. Dr. Bharat Ram has served on a large 
nlDDber of professional and advisory bodies. Be was member 
of the National Commission on Labor and President Inter
national Chamber of Commerce in 1969, and for a short while 
Chairman, Indian Airlines Corporation during 1968-69. 

The Shriram and DCM group is the leading, oldest and 
most establ hed industrial house in Delhi. The two sons of 

r Shri Ram (the oun er , rat Ram an Char at Ram run 
this great conglomerate of industries. Dr. Bharat Ram 
combines sophistication with the traditionalists instinct 
for husbanding ones inheritance, and at least up to this 
generation -- Bharat Ram and Charat Ram run the Empire on 
ver aternalistic lines. 

Extremely social, ~ jauntLand ~Dr. Bharat 
Ram is a Founder Member of the Delhi Golf Club, a keen bridge 
player, and a great patron of music and sport. The ~f 
Ram is equal! well knoWn for its educational in ituti s. 

ese include the Lady Shree Ram College for Girls, the Shree 
Ram College for Commerce, the Shree Ram Industrial Research 
Institute, as well as hospitals and .other public endowments. 

In recognition of his services to the cause of education, 
the Aligarh Muslim University conferred the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Laws on him in 1964. 

Mrs. Sheila Bharat Ram, educated, widely travelled 
and cultured, was for many years the leading light on Delhi's 

tural scene. Founder of the Indian National Theatre -- now 
the Shr Institute of Arts and Culture, she sponsored major 
music and cultural festivals in Delhi. · Ravi Shankar was 
launched by them in Delhi. Dr. Bharat Ram is a keen gardener 
and owns one of the finest rose gardens in Mehrauli just out
side Delhi. 

They have three sons, all of whom head various enter
prises in the family Business Bouse. 

_f) 
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Mr. P. L. Tandon - Director General, National Council 
of Applied Economic Research, New Delhi 

Age 65. Educated in Lahore and Manchester, 
a Chartered Accountant (CPA) by education and training, 
Mr • . Tandon was the first Indian Director and also later the 
first Indian Chairman of the multi-national Unilever sub
sidiary in India, Bindustan Lever (1941-68). 

After retiring from Hindustan Lever, Mr. Tandon was 
appointed Chairman of the public sector State Trading-Corpo
ration of India (1968-72), the first private sector incumbent 
to hold this position and was Chairman of the Punjab National 
Bank from 1972-74. He has also been Director of a number of 
public sector companies. 

of the 

the Ford Foundation. 

Mr. Tandon is widely acknowledged as~ 
... pioneers of modern business management in India. He is 

associated With several management organizations and has 
contributed articles on the subject to Indian and foreign 
publications. 

Mr. Tandon 

Mr. Tandon is the author of two outstanding books 
dealing with life and social customs in t he Punjab. These 
are the Punjab! Century; and Beyond Ptilij ab. 

Mr. Tandon is married to a Swede and has two daughters. 
His oldest daughter is married to Promod Malhotra, a staff 
member of IFC. 



INDIA 

Biozraphical Data- Inciustrialists and Others . 
(addendum) 

Mr. Harish Mahindra - Chairman, Mahindra Ugine Steel Co.Ltd, and 
Executive Director of Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd, 

Age 53. Has a B,Sc, in Political Science from Harvard 
University and an M.A. from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, 
He intended to join the ForeigniService but was persuaded instead to 
join the family business, Mahindra and Mahindra one of the 10 top 
family business houses in the country, is currently being run by two 
cousins, Harish and Keshab Mahindra. They are in~teeJ, Automotive 
Industry (they produce W~llys Jeeps in India) Machine Tppls, ~extiles 
and Chemicals. IFC assisted Mahindra Ugine Steel Co. Ltd. through two 
oper@.f·ions tti1964 and 1975; it has at present $1 million in equity 
and $11.8 million in loans. 

Harish Mahindra had political ambitions and contes.ted in the 
1967 elections the Central Bombay seat on a joint Congress ticket 
but lost to Mr. Dange, the Communist Party Chief. He was Chairman 
of the Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 1975-76. 
During his tenure he tried to establish a pre-budget dialogue 
between Government and top industrialists. As a direct result of 
this, 1976 was the first year when such a dialogue took place with' 
Mr. C. Subramaniam, the Finance Minister and a number of prominent 
industrialists. During his term with FICCI he seems to have had 
some kind of ~ falling out with the powers that b~ 

Mr. Mahindra is very much interested in rural development 
and bas been sponsoring several ~ral development proj~ts in 
Gujarat through the tJahipdra F?''P li•••en to which companies of the 
Mahindra group donate resources. He is also on the Board of 
Directors of various other companies associated with Mahindras. 

His wife, Indira Mahindra, has literary leanings and writes 
articles; she has just finished a novel. They have one son studying 
at Harvard and two daughters, one of whom is married. 

November 2, 1976 
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Brief for Meeting with the Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi 

1. . You will be meeting Mrs. Gandhi on November 10, 1976~ 
at 12: 30 p.in. , · i rmnediately preceding a lunch for you which she 
will be hosting . 

2. You will want to compliment Mrs. Gandhi on recent economic 
developments and on the emphasis she is placing upon perform 
in the key areas of populatiop , ~riculture, ener y an~----~~· 

3. There are two key points for discussion -- economic policy 
and the Eastern Waters. 

(i) A note on the Eastern Waters has been sent to 
you separately. 

(ii) The should be addressed 

detailed points are sketched in 
It is appropriate to i~dicate the 

im tance we attach to r 
directly in evelopment strategy and to express 
our ope that the present opportunity will be 
exploited. 

The scheduled time for the meeting is too brief to deal adequately 
with both points and we have queried whether we could not start 
the meeting earlier. If we cannot, we shall need to decide which 
subject to start with. If discussions in Bangladesh are successful, 
we should start with the Eastern Waters question which can only be 
handled in private. The economic points can be expanded on during 
lunch. (See Background Note on Policy Options attached at F.4.(i ).) 

4. Although every effort has been made to ward this off, it is 
possible that Mrs. Gandhi will raise the issue of an industrial 
import credit this year, especially since a significant further 
liberalization of imports is now under consideration. (See Background 
Note on the Import Policy,Section F.lO.) It would be appropriate to 

. indicate that such a credit cannot be justified in accordance with 
the Bank's present policy because: 
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( i) remain 
may improve further · 

(ii) For that reason we could not demonstrate need. 

(iii) 

I n t hese circumstances, an effort to push such 
a credit through the Board would, in our view, 
not be in India's longer terrh interest because: ' 

(a) the credit w 
in the context 
rep len is hmen t, 

(b) 

and, 
IDA 

e 

In any event, the sum that could be advanced, 
IDA's current r e source position, would be 

e value to n 1a. 

October 19, 1976 

0 



Attachment to Brief for 
Meeting with Mrs. Gandhi 

ECONOMIC POLICY OPTIONS 

1. It is clear that GO! should sej.ze the opportunity / 
afforded by the recent improvement in the economy to achieve a 
faster . rate of growth. There is a need to take some !mmediate 
steps as well as to-rnclude policies and programs . that will 
make ·the short term expansion the start of longer term . growth. 
The alternative has been sketched in the CPP -- i.e. continued 
low per capita income growth with a constrained economy facing 
continuous foreign exchange shortages. Though undesirable 
from many points of view, it is important to remember that the 
low growth path is a sustainable option. 

3. Against this background, the principal points to be 
stressed are: 

in a slowly growing one. 
momentum of more rapid growth 
and employment opportunities, 
implementation of many ·policy proposals is 
.2_olitically less· costlz; 

is 

the present economic situation provides a 
major opportunity, since e~ansion is not 
constrained by shortages of wage goods and 
industrial inputs, for the first time for many 
years. Should such shortages develop, India 
has the .resources to supplement domestic 
supplies with imports; 

aken so fa .to expand the 
the right direction, may 

uld .e 
budget as a whole seems to have no net 
expansionary effect, although the rise in 
Plan outlays over what was actually spent 
last year is about 15-20% in nomina! terms, 
or about 10-15% in real terms, depending on 
this year~s rate of inflation; 
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while there is ~me .risk of inflationQU 
pressure being created .by expansion, and this 
is Mrs. Gandhi's principal bugaboo, it is 
important that this be placei in conte~. 
First, what is to be avoided is a high rate 
of i nflation; an increase in the index of 
3-5% per annum is not at all ·unusual in 
developing countries and may be a necessary 

· cost of an aggressive development policy. 
Second, since September~ 1974, prices · 
declined because of a sharp fall in the price 
of agricultural products. Non-agricultural 
prices did not decline. _This shift in the 
terms of trade of agriculture is unsustainable 
and, given the need for accelerated agricult
ural growth, also undesirable. Restoring 
the previous t de for agriculture 
boun to show itself as a tem orar r se . 
the overa 1n ex. S~ch a rise need not 
cau~e · concern • .' Third, India's generous 
,foodg~ain sto~ks and high foreign exhange 

eserves . can be used to make scarce wage 
goods ayaii~ble when needed; with regard to 
tfie a · r, the . foreigrt exchange reserves 
amounted to US$ 2.5 billion at the end of . 
June, 1976, and are still continuing to rise; . / 

although there are many ways. of expanding the 
economy, ~e believe the .s9st sn:j table approach . 

s e. anded investment in agriculture ~ 
rivate investment in expor 

the two major sectors w c determine demana 
and the adequate availability of inputs. This 
will permit the most rapid rate of progress in 
rural areas ·while continuing to· provide the 
foreign exchange c~shion to deal with arty 
potential inflationary problems. In this context, 
it may be appropriate to stress the Bank's satis
faction with its continuing close involvement in 
India's agricultural program; 

since a rnajorcushion to the eXpansion is the 
availability of aid, some means of affecting 
the necessary transfer is required. The 
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utilization of foreign resources, both . 
reserves and aid, means addi. ti.onal imports. / 
These will; in any event, be required by an 
expanding economy but, to minimise the risk 
of inflationary pressures, an expansion o~ 
the i ment · rograms should be accompanied 

·it should be noted that the indications we 

it should be stressed that, unl~ss the 
effort ·to sustain vital agricultural and 
export progress in the lo~ger term is kept 
up, the present comfortable situation could 
quickly become a memory. Thus, efforts to 
expand the economy to take advantage of the 
opportunity should not lead to neglect of 
those long term programs, whose initial 
suet~ss has created it. 

October 19, 1976 



NOTE: 

GANGES WATERS 

(F.4. (ii)) 

Material for Ganges Waters 

is in the Bangladesh Briefing 

Book. 

October 21, 1976 
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of Finance 

on Mr. Subramaniam are attached 

nister in Manila 

further during this 

(i) Is GO! cautious t 

re-emergence of 

(ii) On the basis _ of notes sent to the Bank, 
we are concerned about th~ thoroughness 
of the export monitoring process. In 
addition, export volume growth last 

(iii) 

(iv) 

year, and in the early part of this year, 
was .o erl de endent on e ts of su ar 
and irgn and steel, w ich do not provide 
a satisfactory ·basis for sustained long- · 
term growth. In this context, it would ~ . 
be ~seful to ire of th "nister w ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~Jr~o~~r~a~m~-~developing. . 

Is there any danger that the recent 
monsoons have created a euphoria? Is . ~ 
the eed fo lon er · ~ 
o a b set and to be associated 
with an investment program and supporting 
policy measures being met? 

interest in the 
Kaul's Committee 
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3. A Backgro·und Note on (i) is to be found at Section F.4. (i) 
with your brief f6r the Prime Minister. A note on {ii) i~ at F.ll. 
Background on (i i i) is to ·be found .at para. 6 of Section F.7. 
(the brief for your meeting with the Minister for Agriculture and 
Irrigation) and on (iv) is to be found in the attachment to the 
b rief fo~ your me~ting ~ith the Minister of Industry (Section F.lO~. 

'/ 
ear was dis-. 

M.G. Kaui) 
e forts to ensure an improvement this year. You should 

emphasize the importance of effective utilization of our assist
an-ce. (a note on the disbursement position is to be found at 
Section H.3.). 

5. · Other Matters: The Minister of Finance may raise 
the possibility of an industrial import credit this year. We 
refer you on this to .para. 4 of the brief for the meeting with 
Mrs. Gandhi (Section F.4.). He may also mention the Government's 
interest in Bank Group assistance for oil and gas development. 
The relevant discussion of this ~ubject is included in the 
Annual .Meeting Brief (Section C.7.), and the memorandum summarizing 
Mr. Stern's discussions with the Indian delegation in Manila 
(Section C.8.). Even more information on the subject is to be 

found in Mr. Wall's letter of October 7, 1976 (Attached). 

Ocotber 15, 1976 



The World Bank I RESIDENT MISSION IN INDIA: 55 Lodi Estate, New Delhi 110003, India . 
Telephone-617241 • Cable Address-INTBAFRAD NEW DELHI• Po.stal Address-P.O. Box 416 

Mr. Bi lsel Aliabah, 
Chief, India Diviaion, 
World Bank, 
1818 H Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20433 

Dear ·Bilsel, 

October ·7, ·1976 

I met today with Dr. llamaawami and, aa I mentioned in ay Telex, he 
explained the reason for the delay since July/August in diacuaaion of the 
Consultants' preliminary .report aa due to the need to consider other poaaible 
al"ternatives for the pipelines that arose from the c:liscovery of new structures 
near Bombay. High and the last minute delay due to the _need of the consultants to 
revise certain technical data. Dr. Ramaswami baa requested the participation 
of Bourcier, Schober and myself in the discussions of a draft report which the 
consultants are to present in India the week of October 18. Be baa assured 
me the date is quite definite but sugg~ated it could be altered somewhat to 
fit.the availability of Bourcier and· Schober or to fit a special review · 
procedure; that ia, say, to have the consultants' report arrive by the 18th 
and have ONGC and Bank staff review it; then have the consultants come the 
following days for discussion. Ramaswami very muCh wanted our participation 
at the draft stage because there are several alt.rnativea ae to which parte 

.of the pipelines to develop in what order. OMGC may well want to specifY 
an option different than the one recommended by the consultant•. I received 
the impression that ONGC very aueh would like our assistance ae a third 
opinion in discussing and decidina on the optiona. 

I am writing ·this basically to support ONGC's requeat ·and to help 
overcome what riow might be a reluctance in the Bank to send Bourcier and 
Schober. back again. -'lbe remainder of this ia sillply to indicate the natur.
of the alternatives, and to de.onetrate the selection of one will be a 
complex matter with ~ortant imPlications. 

As you know, ONGC has. struck oil in several fields surroundina 
Bombay High. In the process, they have identified other structures in 
the area, some of which are virtually certain to prove commercially exploi
table even though exploratory •ells have not yet been sunk. !be new 
strikes are: 

••• 2 
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a gas/oil field at Bassein (called North Bassein) 50 miles due east 
of the Center -of the BH· field; an oil gas field just east of, and contisuoua 
with, the BR north/south fault line (called IR fault); a free a•• field 
(called South Baes.ein) 50 miles east by south-aaat of the center of BR and 
just · south of the North Baasein field. 'lbe two Baasein field• are rouply 
equidistant between and on. a line connecting BB ·and Trombay. !here ia another 
structure between BH and the two Bassein field•, also on· the line to Tro.bay, 
that i s very pr~isins. In addition oil was struck in a ·structure about 50 
miles south west .of BH (called DCS structure) in the deeper continental ahelf 

· area; it is an exception to OHGC 1s policy of finding oil in a strailbt line 
and therefore does no-taffeC'tffie ptpellne under conaldiftttdii. !ti 'NtiJ';

' below are data on the structures that are on the pipeline route; except for 
the original BH strUcture, all need a sood deal of further teatins and 1 

delimiting and therefore .the peak production figures are approximate. 

Structure !!2.! 

BH Oil/gas 

BH fault · tl 

N. Bassein " 
s. Bassein free gae 

Total 

Oil 
1ft/year 

10 

1-2 

3 

14-15· 

Gas 
tiP/day 

3-6 

1 

1 

5-10 

9-17 

. . 

'(Evaluation of the DeS structure is far froa complete but it may produce 
as much as 5 MT/year at ita peak.) 

ln a preliminary evaluation by Pipeline Technologists given to OHGC, 
the consultants made the following recommendations: 

1) Whatever the development schedule, t~ere should be two 
pipelines, one oil, one gas; 

2) each pipeline should go from BH to one of the Baaaein 
structures ~nd . from there to Trombay; 

3) . the Bassein fields should be developed for the purpoaes 
of the pipeline before BR; 

4) the first pipeline should link the South Basaein saa _ field 
to Trombay. 

the reason for developing the Baaeein field• firat is 'their proximity 
to Trombay, their shallower depth• and the much higher gas preaaure in the 

••• 3 
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s. ·Bassein field. · There is the suggestion that a 50 mile gas .pipeline 
could be bu'ilt .between South Bassein and Trombay firat, because the high 
pr~ssure·s would alleviate the need for compreasors and the initial field 
development would require relatively few wells and production platforma • . 
Although the consultants did not mention a time schedule in the preliminary 

· evaluation report, Ramaswami suggested the line milbt be built before on-set 
of monsoon; 1977. I can speculate that in the minds of the consultants i• 
the thotight that if ONGC vants a pipeline quickly :to utilize the gaa, . this 
is the .best chance. However, this solution ignores one of the main reasons 
for wanting a gas ·line. quickly -.the flaring at sea of gas associated with · 
~ production. (ONGC says Tata Power is converting to use 1.8 ~/d of 
gas by mid-1977.) Prasad evidently ausseated investigating anothe~ alter
native: linking BH to Trombay with a gas line before monsoon, 1977. Ria 
~hinking is that the large size of the line relative to the initial aaa 
flow would · enabl'e . the gas to get to Trombay with the help of relatively 

. ~mall compressors whiCh, ·presumably, are easier to procure quickly. 

~ clear but unsta.ted implication of Pipetec 'a recoaaendation is th'e 
infeasibility of laying a pipeline from BR to Trcnabay by ·monsoon, 1977. 
In. fact, no one is speaking of laying an oil pipeline in thil period; 
Ramaswami mentioned it as a project to start October, _1977. 

There are a few other atraws in the wind. · A. noted, there ·is a lot · 
of gas at high pressure in the South Balsein structure. · . In addition, ORGC 
is evidently considering more seriously ·the on-shore utilization of the 
f~ee gas -at BH, as opposed to reserving it for . possible injection. into the 
oil/gas structure for· pressure maintenance. Rama•wami mentioned the possi• 
bility of. running a separate gas line from S. Bassein to some place other 

·. than Trombay; perhaps to a fertilizer plant somewhere · in Gujarat. • In •ny· 
caae, there now is much more gas to exploit than was thought of in January 
or ApTil and its off•shore development is easier than that of . the oil 
st,:uctures. 'lhis opens a lot of additional alternatives, althoup the 
consultant.a . . have not been· asked to consider any · other than pipelines to 
Trombay to my kno~ledge. 

As you can see, ORGC is ·again in the position of having to decide 
among a variety of good alternatives under the time pressures of trying to 
produce now rather than later. They have requested our assistance in sorting .. 
the alternatives and have left me with the impresalon ·they would find our 
help very valuable. I, of course, do not have the technical expertise 
or oil industry background to . be of uuch help to them by myself in finding 
the best technical so1uti~n. (Besides doubts considering the various alterna~ 
tives mentioned, I se~se that ONGC has some lingering doubts about. the · 
recommendation of two linea rather than one.) So, I urge . that Bourcier and 
Schober arrange to come to Delhi the week of Octobe-r 18th if at all . possible. 
If they had time and _signala from Manila are not to the contrary, then perhaps 
Bourcier and Schober could stay and discuss the white paper ORGC is prepariQB 

••• 4 
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· . on t he intermediate term (over 15 years) financial requirements of developlna · 
BH and surrounding structures. Ramaswami said the White Paper waa being 
prepared at the requeat of GOl and, he asaumed, would be preaented to 
Parliament. H• was. not- sure why 001 wanted it, but he susseated ORGC could 
discuss i t with us informally by the end of October. I feel the combination 

· of t he new alternatives, ONGC' s earnest request and our preaumably ongoing 
will ingness to .give technical assistance to ORGC wananta another special 
effort in this case. 

I apologize for the length of this. 'lbe work on public expenditures 
on Agriculture is a little slow getting started. DEA has been working on our 
data request but Pande, being almost the only person in station,ia very buay. 
As expected, there is lots aoing on in the Bank office that is dietractina 
with Sir John's visit and all. Still, it's great fun beina back in Delhi, 
rushing to important meetings in slow, precarious taxies and eatiq oily 

·numbu plcklea • . Araiand vaa excited to receive hia a.lidea. 

I am meet"ing Mr. Prasad early next week and will cable auy changes. 

( . . . . 
1~s~~cerely, 

(_ Joh~Wall 

cc: Mr. · Kraske 
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INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

3. Only 25% of the cultivated area can presently be irrigated, a 
proportion which with full exploifation of the irrigation potent"t'al may 
rJse to About 50% •---. Rainfed farming is thus of prime importance but 'fiiS ., 
received relatively little attention in the past. Some 600,000 km2 ~ ~ 
containing 66 million peopl.e are particularly subject to the erratic ~ 
nature of the Indian monsoon and in 1970 the Government launched a 
Drought Prone Areas Program (DPAP) which presently covers some 85 ~>'-• 
districts (other than the SFDA districts). Over the past years DPAP 
has evolved from a purely employment oriented program (irrigation, ~ • 
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conservation, roads) to one which is intent on "drought-proofing" the 
selected areas by addition of activities such as ecological restoration 
and crop, livestock and community development. In some areas this 
comprehensive approach has reportedly been beyond the administrative 
capabilities to handle. The DPAP program in six districts has received 
IDA support since 1975. 

A new approach 

4. The Indian Science Congress devoted its January 1976 session 
to "Science and Integrated Rural Development" and on the basis of its 
recommendations the Minister of Finance, Mr. Subramaniam last March 
presented a Strategy for Integrated Rural Development (IRD) and launched 
an experimental program in 20 districts throughout the country. The 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) and its director, Dr. M.S. 
!waminathana play a rominent role in the la on of the 
strategy. The IRD program is a me ve distinct targe groups: 
rural wo-men, children below 10 years of age, landless laborers, marginal 
farmers and rural artieans. In each of the s~lected districts dte ' 
planrrtug phase consists of three steps: 

a) ~anrce iauen~ including 

i. compilation of biological, physical, ecological and 
other resources; 

ii. !2entification gi target group~ 

iii. listing of public and voluntary agencies that can be 
utilized for implementing an action program. 

b) Malady-Remedy analysis that in relation to each target 
· group serves to pinpoint specific constraints and ways to 

overcome these constraints making optimum use of available 
local resources. On the basis of this analysis a 
"portfolio of tasks" will be compiled. 

c) Vetting of draft action plans which will be done through 
1m!et1rtgs between interdisciplinary teams and each of the 
target groups. 

5. The tasks remaining in the vetted action plan will be costed 
and assigned to agencies -- official, voluntary, scientific, educational, 
industrial, etc. -- best equipped to handle such tasks. Each agency will 
set a realistic ttme table for completing the task. A project coordina
tAon and monitoring group is meant to be established in each district 
together with a -- echnolo complex. 'The latter wouicr 

ac lities for visiting scient s s an or training. 
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Strengths and weaknesses 

6. The integrated rural development program has not yet reached 
an tmplementation stage!/ and concepts as well as organizatio~ and 
financing is still in an evolutionary phase. The program can thus only 
be analyzed on the basis of its potential or conceivable strengths and 
weaknesses. Among the strengths must be counted the clear identifi
cation of priority target groups, the opportunities it affords to bring 
scientists in direct contact with the rural poverty problems, the 
attempted mobilization of all local development capacity and the 
intended monitoring of progress. 

7. Among conceivable weaknesses it may be mentioned:~ 
a) that the intention appears to be a stmultaneoui and 

comprehensive improvement the living condit ons of the 
rural poor (pro uct , health, nutrition, education, 
p~sical infr~=~Ct'~~ i!tc.)- which wil~tend to QVett&x 
the or aniza ----- and admin ative it A 
sequential approach wit an early emp raising ~he /. 
productivity may be more appropriate; 

b) that the,ameliq~a~ of technological constraints (sc ence) 
appears to "'b'e""' la ed while the amelioratiotlaf a4roiu!s-
trative and organizat through improved 
managemen ems (e.g. the new extension approach) has 
been given insufficient attention; 

c) that the integration of different activities and agencies 
have been left pretty much open since the coordinator, 
except for controlling some supplementary funds, will have 
little direct influence over staff and resource allocation. 
In attempting coordination the program thus atands the /~ 

risk of de ene in into a giant "talkshop" conducted at C:::: 
v lage, block, levels; 

d) that the association between scientists and the target 
groups appears to be a teacher-student relation and not a 
partner in development relation. The latter approach would 
require working together in specific projects for a longer 
period of time to bring the venture (e.g. agro-industry, soil 
conservation structure) to a successful completion. 

World Bank program 

8. As noted above India's rural poverty problem has very serious 
proportions and deserves priority attention. Although not focussed on 
smaller farmers and landless laborers the Bank's lending particularly 

!/ None of the 20 districts have completed the Planning phase. An earlier 
experiment in the Karimnagar district under the auspices of the Council 
for Scientific and Industrial Research may provide some guidance but 
the approach there appears to be more academic. 
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for irrigation (surface as well as groundwater) has no doubt contributed 
directly and indirectly (employment, keeping food prices reasonable) 
towards an amelioration of the situation. The new extension approach 
being introduced in the Eastern and several other states will facilitate 
the dissemination of new technology also to the smaller farmers. The 
DPAP project atms directly towards one aspect of rural poverty and although 
ltmited in coverage hta contributed to strengthen the national DPAP program. 

9. As to the future lending program we ho e t su or enin 
of co d ib t on_aqg. Jeasonal credit to allow tbe small~ 
farmers to hqe access to these _services. A start wTil be made in Eastern , 
Uttar Pradesh in conn~ion with the preparation of an intensification 
'project there. At present we are also trying to identify a roject for 
ne lected but hi ntial ainfed farmi areas. These subjects as well 
as other aspects aimed at benefitting the poorer farmers (e.g. state /---
tubewells) are on the agenda fpr ~he discussions between GOI and the Bank ~ 
during the visit byjiir John Crawford next January • 

........ 

10. At the same occasion there will also be a review of the special 
poverty programs with the hope that it will be possible to find a basis 
for collaboration. With respect to the small farmersthe best vehicle 
would no doubt be the SPDA program and the main aim of possible Bank 
support would be to strengthen the implementation in s lected areas (as 
was the case with the DPAP project). With regard to landless laborers 
the new integrated rural development program may become a suitable insti
tutianal basis but it is difficult to visualize a joint effort unless a 
close collaboration between the Government and the Bank is established 
during the present formative stage. 

November 1, 1976 
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INDIA 

Brief fo r Meeting with Minister of Agriculture 
and Irrigation, Mr. Jagjivan Ram 

1 . Mr • . Jagjivan Ram, one of the political powers of : 
pre-emergency India and still an influential Cabinet Memb"er 
has been · in settlin - tanding water is u~es 
between Indian states. He is also verv much involved in the 
Ganges issue. B1ographical data on Mr. Ram are attached at 
Section F.2. 

The Agricultural Sector 

2. A record foodgrain harvest of JJ6-11S miJ 1 iga ton~ 
achieved ~n 197 largely on account of an excellent monsoon during 
the summer of 1975, as well as favorable weather conditions and 
quantities of irrigation water during the winter of 1975/76. This 
success facilitated a high level of procurement so that stocks of 
foodgrains by Augast 1976 had reached 17 million tons, compared with 
the previous pea m ion tons in 1971. These stocks were 
being supp erne e runn ng at an annua rate of 7 million 
until purchases from overseas were halte n mid-1 • e cos of 
food rain stocks to the Government is proving high ana thiS 
fact,com ne ocur ng foodgrains 
on certain occasions in the past, has led the Government to press for an 
internationally financed buffer stock. 

J. Production from other crops in 1975/76 has been mixed. 
Oilseeds registered an increase of 26%, raw cotton was down 4% over last 
year's good crop, sugarcane continued at the relatively high level of the 
previous two years, while jute continued at the disappointingly low level 
of last year~ 

4 . Pros ood, as summer monsoon 
rainfall improving considerably, especially during August. 
However, even with normal weather, India will do well to reach last year's 
level of foodgrain production. 

5. Notwithstanding the encouraging results of the past twelve ~onth~, _.,.,., -_:::. 
we remain concerned that investment in the a riculture sector may not be ~ 
adequate to ensure the long-
standar s of India's growing 
weaknesses in la and · 
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6. . . . Estimates .of what is being invested in agriculture are 
exceedingly difficult to make but GOI's provision for development 
in this sector indicatesthat if current trends are continued, the 
Fifth ?lan 1974/79) will result in .lowest ercent 
al ocation so far under India s Plans to a riculture 
and -irri a on. More spec cally, in the first o years of the 
Plan period (1974/75 and 1975/76) planned development expenditures in 
th~se sectors declined in both proportional and real terms over the 
preceding two years. The ·large increases in total Plan outlay for . the 
current year (1976/77) have· redressed this situation somewhat, but 
proportionally. outlays still are below those allocated in the past. 

· These indicators should be treated with caution as the agriculture 
sector benefits from numerous other Government expenditures and, of 
course, from private sector investment. However, our own assessment 
is that aggregate resources for agriculture have not shown any significant 
increase and are almost certainly inadequate if India is to meet her most 
pressing needs. The weaknesses in planning and implementation cover the , ~ 
whole spectrum of agricultural activity~ but of special note i _s ~oor project t:::-:-
preparation, inefficient gf existing investment, the possible . ........... 
unsu lit of ri rols and nadequate research and ex 
efforts. 

Points for the Minister - You will want to comment on 
the excellent harvests of 1975/76 and the prospects 
for. a good summer harvest this year. 

You will also wish to urge GO! to Qress ahead 
with evolving a strategy far sustaining longer 
term growth in production. In this connection, 
you may wish to note that allocations for irrigation 
were raised substantially (+40%) in the Annual Plan 
for 1976/77 and this raises the question of whether 
or not GO! intends to maintain, and perhaps improve 
on, such levels of expenditure. Other questions 
arising from the need to evolve an appropriate 
strategy are 

(i) the appropriateness of new 
extension and adaptive research 
programs introduced in several 
states in Bank Group projects 
for wider replication; 

(ii) the need for improvements in 
gFain handling and storage; 

----
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(iii) rgmmitment to ,. a national 
seeds rogram ~ wh-ich could 
be adverse y affected if State 
Governments are permitted to 
go their own way in this matter 
and there are signs that GO! may 
be giving way to the States in 
this matter; 

(iv) the requirements for raising 
productivity of crops other 
than foodgrains; and 

(v) the potential and problems of 
expandi~g production in the 
Eastern Region where the Bank 
Group is active. 

If you have the chance of a relatively private 
discussion with him, you may wish to raise the 
question of the international waters issue with 
Bangladesh (see attachment to e or your 
meeting with Mrs. Gandhi, Section F .4. · (ii). · 

It would also be appropriate to mention the 
Bank Group's growing operational involvement 
in Indian Agriculture and to express your 
appreciation for the co-operation accorded to 
Sir John Crawford. 

Sir John Crawford will be preparing a ~ 
. his visit in October and there may be some 
points which he wili'suggest you should raise. 

Questions from the Minister - He may press for the 
National Stora e Pro·ect to which GO! attaches 
great· priority. We expect the project submission 
this month (October) and have made plans for 
1£_,praisal jn January, 1!1Jl. 

October 15, 1976 
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INDIA 

Brief for Meeting w~th Minister of Industry, 
Mr. T.A. Pai 

1. Aiong with the Minister of Finance, Mr. Pai is one 
of the twd. technocrats in the cabinet and as such one of the 
leading archit~cts and . proponents of the encouraging trends 
in economic policies. Biographical data on Mr. Pai are 
attached at Section F. 2. 

Recent Developments in Industry 

2. In 1975/76, industry began to recover from the 
1973/75 recession. The industrial production index, wht;J 
covers the organized sector.!/ showed output increasing 5.7% 
compared with only .2% in the previous two years. Underl 
this growth have been large increases in the output of key 
public sector industrie~ especially eel, co~and power, 
where the Iespective outputs in 1975/76 compared with r[f4/75 
were 4%, 11% and 20% higher. Provisional data for · the period 

.,...,.-. -January-July, 1976 indicate that the d trend has been 
ainta~ne out 12% higher than during e 

same period of this rate were to be maintained 
for a full year, it would represent the highest growth rate 
achieved by India since 1955. 

3. In 1975/76, growth in output carne very largely from 
improvements in electricity generation, mining, and the manu
facture of intermediate goods. C.Q.Dsumers ite~ (durables, · 
textiles and food) and capital goods were generally depressed. 
The former on account of a rather slow pick-up in consumer 
demand after the drought years of 1972 and i974; the latter 
because no re ·ncreases in ublic sector investments were 
t . count of d etar constraints, un 
12-18 months ago and thes~ increases are on y now having an 
e ect upon demand for capital equipment. Also exports of 
manufactured goods did not fare well in 1975/76. Jute, in 
particular, was sharply down in real terms. Exports of 
engineering goods were a disappointment (a small, nominal 
increase of just under 6%) although this had been partly 
anticipated on account of the difficult trading conditions 
prevailing over this period. 

J:../ · The unorganized sector accounts for perhaps one-quarter 
of total industrial output and comprises much of small scale 
industry. Recovery in these industries is estimated to have 
been even more impressive, so that the overall growth was 
certainly higher than 5.7%. 

0 
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4. During the first half of 1976, as already mentioned, 
the situation has improved considerably. Domestic consumer 
demand is up, whi le output of the capital goods industry is 
showing a marked increase. 

S. In the face of past poor industrial perform~nce, the 
Government has been re~onsidering parts of its strategy 
simplifying administrative controls. For instance, 1--~~~5 

. a sion for ex orts is now freely 
available for most industries and processing time or licenses 
has been ; ery .· much reduced, so that the obstacle posed by· 
licensing procedures has been virtually eliminated. However, 
niany restrictions · still apply to the large houses ·and foreign 
majority companies, although even for them the number of 
hurdles is fewer. By the beginning of 1975, price control 
had been l~fted from all finished manufactures. Certain inter
mediate products are still subject to price controls, largely 
as a result of the fact that the. Government is the main p:oducer. 

6. these changes, major problems remain. The rivate 
is to serious constraints especially, of course, 

the · oreign major ty companies. Although 
the tor, which is now the main supplier of 

· most .industrial inputs; has been improvin.g, it is still a lon wa from 
being internationally competitive. Furthermore, policies to date have 
led to at1on, inadequate expansion of efficient 

protection. The dilemma before the Government 
a new strate will still be consistent with 

its social goals. 
.. ------

Points for the Minister - You wilt wish to comment 
favorably on the recovery in the industrial sector 
which has been taking place over the past eighteen 
months. 

- You may also wish to commend the more pragmatic 
approach to industrial policy which has been due 
in large part to initiatives taken by the Minister. 

You may then wish to ask the Minister 

(ii) 

firms; 

what does GOI haye in mind 
modernization of ·certain s 
-- cotton textiles, cement and engineering 
goods and is there a role for the Bank 
Group to pl~y; and 
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- proposed to improve · ~ 
of manufactured ~ods 

engineering goods. 

You may also wish to ask the Minister what is GOI's . . ~ 
current thinking on how India's comfortable forei~n ~ 
exchange reserve posit1on~ight be used to permit 
~n 1ncreased flow of imports, including industrial 
material s. A background note on Import Policy is 
included in Section F. 10. 

Questions from the Minister - The Minister may ask 
you if, in view of the decision to drop the industrial 

· imports credit this fiscal year, we will continue to 
support the Technical Development Fund set up under 
ths last credit to facilitate mo ernization of IDA
assisted a~d export industries. Our present plan is 
to r~view progress made under this Fund later in 
November· and if satisfactory, we are prepared to make 
a separate cr;dit for - this purpose. -ry 

October 14, 1976 . 
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Note on Import Policy 

Attachment to Brief for 
the Meeting with Mr. Pai 

1 . One of the problems now facing India - though a pleasant 
one - is how to use its comfortable foreign exchange position. · The 
point the. Bank has stressed, especially in the note on aid require
ments prepared for last year's consortium meeting, is the need for· 
securing an efficacious transfer of resources. This implies, of 
course, either a reduction in exports, which is not ~cceptable, or 
an increase in imports. The latter, in turn, entails a ch in 
· ·c , as well as expansion of . effective deman in the 
economy, if possible through acceleration of investment. In view 
of the extremely rapid build-up in reserves that is now occurring, 
as well as the prospects for further export expansion and import 
substitution, this need is still more pressing than last June. 

2. While the Bank emphasizes the need ·to expand imports, and 
the benefits this can bring - both direct and indirect-it is probably 
not desirable to become involved in the details of how this is to be 
done. Import policy in India , is~ of course, do · ed by the idea 

t should be co e · uc 
While initia1ly a policy designed to save foreign exchange, it has 

· now a life of its own, with substantial .vested interests at stake, 
both among industrialists and bureaucrats. It will .be extremely 
difficult to change. Thus, it is likely that India will choose 
largely to liberalize imports of raw materials like cotton, and mass 
consumer goods like edible oils. 

3. A committee chaired by Secretary Kaul of the Ministry of 
Finance has recently completed a report on utilization of foreign 
exchange reserves. We have .received a completely unofficial indicar ion 
of its recommendations. These include increased investment financed 

> 
by import of wage goods and expanded im ort forei n e uipment, 
e 1.· er stocks of sensitive commodities, and 
ansi f f ee im ort o cap f , ng elimation 

of "indigenous angle" scrutiny from many imports. These recommenda
tions are generally welcome. We would caution, however, that there 
is a danger of increased economic inefficiency in· the emphasis on 
liberalization of the imports only of capital goods, raw materials 
and mass consumer goods, as well as the likelihood that the 
recommendations will make only a small dent in India's foreign 
exchange position. In any case, a proper assessment cannot be 
made until the full report has been seen and the recommendations of 
the Working Group on liberalization of import of capital goods have 
been made. 

4. It should be noted that the Government has recently announced 
expenditure of US$450 million on increased import of raw materials like 
cotton, polyester fibre and plastic resins. 

October 15, 1976 
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INDIA 

Background Note . _on Exports 

Export Performance in 1975/76 

1. Table I shows details of India's exports and the results can be 

summarised as follows: 

(a) total exports r at least 8% during 1975/76; India's 
export performance in 1975/76 cam o or surpassed 
GOI 1 s volume targets for almost all export categories. _ 
This is encouraging, especially taking into account the 
generally unfavorable world trading conditions during 
1975/76. 

(b) the bulk of this su a 
Exports ose to target of 1.2 

million tons, which s igher than in 1974/75 and more 
~,--,t,en times the 19 level. Exports of silver rose 

n volume terms. These two categories accounted for 
east 70% of total volume growth, and probably more; 

(c) orts of engineering goods which had increased in ~ 
COJilS.tant pr ce y over 25% per annum between 1967/68 
and 1974/75, appear to have risen only marginally during 
1975/76; 

(d) the only other major export categories to show appreciable 
volume growth during 1975/76 were cotton textiles and 
apparel, oilcakes, and leather manufactures. In general 
the ort items decline • In come cases, 

ng conditions (e.g. jute 
manufactures and tea); in others, exports were constrained 
by inadequate supplies of raw materials (e.g. cashew 
kernels). 

(e) more encouraging, some preyiously minor export items 
. rose st 1 during 1975/76 (e.g. fish and fish prepar-
ations, iron and steel, coffee, and raw cotton). 
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P~licy Changes During 1975/76 and 1976/77 / 
2. During the past eighteen months the ent has taken a 
number of decisio st exports. Although they are not 
revolutionary, together they indicate a real change in emphasis - a 
change which is supported by public statements of several key ministers. 
These measures include: • a er annum 
a certai neering industries; extension of cash 

~~~~~c~~~to a number of new industries; a decision in princ ple to 
guarantee rates of cash assistance for a period of three years; increases 

lenishment licence rates for exporters, extension of replenishment · 
licences to more ndustries, and increased transferability of replenishment 
licences; inclus oods, which are unco e ive 
in price, quality or sheer availability, in the list o pe ssible imported 
items under replenishment licences; speedy advance of funds due to exporters 
under duty drawback and establishment of the Cabinet Committee on exports. 
In the Bank's view, this increased emphasis should translate into some 
improvement in export performance. 

Prospects for 1976/77 and the Medium Term 

3. According to recent reports, exports during the period April -
July, 1976 were US$ 1,600 million, yhich is equivalent to US$ 4,800 
million for the fiscal year 1976/77-'. This latter figure is close to 
the lower of GOI's announced targets, which is Rs 43,500 million (or 
roughly US$ 4,850 million at current exchange rates). Last year's 
exports were US$ 4,550 million; the value growth would, therefore, be 
6.5%, if the target were achieved. Acc~r to the Bank's projections, · 
the export price index will rise by abo t 3%, (which is below the projected 
international inflation rate of 7%, beca f 's expected price fal~. 
Thus, the ~lied volume growth rate is a mer 3.5% in what is expected to 
be a year of rapid grow o wor trade. How , I has also announ ed 
a hi her tar et of Rs 45,000 million (or roughly US$ 5,000 million • This 
implies va ue growth of 10% and volume rowt %. It should be _noted ~ 
that, given performance in the first quarter, this hi her · ke 

effort to achieve, but certainly seems feas'ible. It is, however, ~ 
slightly below the 8-10% rate, which w consider should be attained. 

4. The Bank has identified oods, clothin leather and~ 
leather manufactures, handicrafts, and marine products as categories W1th 

otential. All o ese, except engineer ng goods, have shown high 
value .growth in the first third of this fiscal year. However, in the case 
of marine products, we know that this was due to price changes alone. MOre 
recently also, exports of garments have ~een running into trouble, perhaps 
because of vulnerability of India's .exports to fashion changes. Most ~__.,.,. 
disturbin the 2.4% value growth of en ineering o s in the first third of~ 
1976 over the same per oa of 1975/76, after .8% growth ast year, 
in icates considerable sluggishness in this key category. This is possibly 
the result of the continued lack of attractiveness of exports and of a surge 
of domestic demand. There are two other disturbing signs. Firs~the 

1/ 
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government has indicated that sugar exports may be deferred ~o preserve 
price stability. Secondly, in order to contain edible oil prices, a 
complete ban has been imposed on exports of BPS groundnuts. This ban 
has apparently even affected existing contracts. BPS groundnuts were a 
boom item last year, (at US$ 58 million), and are pound for pound more 
valuable than the groundnut oil and cake that can be made from them. 
Further, .groundnut oil is more valuable than most other edible oils. 
Consequently, India could have achieved the aim of price stabilization 
at lower cost, by exporting BPS groundnut and importing edibie oils. It is 
disturbing that this was not done, when the cost is apparently quite high 
in -terms of distribution of established trade relationships. Thus, in 
all, there are discouraging signs for this year and for the medium term, 
both about performance of key categories and about government intentions. 

Policy Issues 

5. For improved longer term performance the key issues f2! · ~~ 
factured export, on which growth will largely depend, are ~ : 
tab and investment. the two being closely related. At prese ·~~ -

still appears that firms, on whom the success of the export drive J ~ 
depends, have inade uate incentive st exclusively for ~-~ 
However,_ free domestic expansion of such firms, wit exports -growing )_._, 
rapidly at the margin, is also restricted. Thus, the c•rrent sluggishness 
~f engineering exports is not surprising. Another key issue is trade policy,~ 
which continues to restrict o of some key raw materials =- tor example ~ 
cloth arment expor e While the potent ncreased exports 
of homogenous goods like iron ore and steel is in the medium term, 
and this should enable targets to be anhieved, in _the longer term the 
policy issues referred to above will need to be addressed. 

10.6.76 



Engineering Goods 
Sugar 
Jute Manufactures 
Tea 
Hendicra f ts 
Iron Ore 
Cotton Piecegoods 

- Mill-made 
- Handloo:n 

Cotton A;~parel 

( 

Leather •~d Leather Manufacture• 
- of which, footwear 

Cashew Kernels 
Oil cakes 
Chemicals 
Tobacco 
Fish and Fish Preparations 
Coffee 
Pepper 
~!ineral Fuel, Lubricants etc. 
Raw Cotton 
Iron and Stee 1 
Others 

T<YI'AL 

' 1974/75!/ 

1974/75 Pric .. 
US$ mil. 

447.1 
425.0 
372.1 
285.9 
233,9 
201.1 
199.2 

(162.6) 
(36. 7) 
121.5 
207.2 
(25. 4) 
148.1 
120.3 
116.5 
103.1 
83.0 
64.4 
43.2 
25.6 
19.1 
16.8 

940.5 

4, 173.6 

( 

~ 

EXPORT EARNINGS 

't975/76!/ . 

GOI Eatimatel 

1974/75 Pricu 1975/76 Pric .. 
US$ mil. 7. incr. US$ mil, 7. incr, 

419.~/ - 6.1 472.3 5.6 
734.4 72.8 545.9 28.4 
326:0 -12.4 287.0 -22.9 
261.3b/ - 8.6 273.7 - 4.3 
230.2- - 1.6 259.0 10.7 
210.2 4.5 247.1 22.9 
225.0 13.0 183.5 - 7.9 

(182.4) 12.2 (138.0) -15.1 
(42. 6~/ 16.0 (4S.5) 24.0 
148. 9!!-/ 22;6 167.5 37.9 
225.1-5. 8.6 257.1 24.1 
(18.3) -27.8 (24.5) - 3.5 
123.0 -16.9· 111.1 -25.0 
141. 9b/ 18,.0 99.5 -17.3 
86.~ -25.5 97.6 -16.2 

104.4 1.3 113.7 10.3 
110.7 33.3 146.3 76.3 

76.0· 18.0 77 .o 19.6 
39.9b/ - 7. 7 39.2 

- '-'} 36.5- 42.6 4l.l 60.5 
48.1 I 155.0 44.7 134.0 
70.c* 316.7 78.8 369.0 

9oo. 5~/ - 4. 3 1,013.1 7. 7 --- ---
4,519.3 8.3 4,555.2 9.1 

( 
Table 1 

1975/76 ---
GOI Taraete 

1974/75 Price1 1975/76 Price• 
US$ mil, 7. incr. US$ 11111. 7. iner. 

410.~/ - 8.1 462.3 3.1. 
734.4 72.8 520.1 22.~ 
345.9 - 7.0 288.1 . -22.f 
262.3b/ - 8.3 267.0 - 6.f 
229.1- - 2.1 257.7 10.2 
220.9 9.8 226.5 12.~ 
225.1 13.0 189.5 - 4.9 

(188. 2) 15.7 (149.1) - 8.~ 
(36.9~/ 0.5 (40.4) . 10.1 
102.1~~/ -15.4 115.6 - 4. ~ 
217.~b/ 5.1 245.0 18 •• 
(18.5)- -27.2 (20. 8) -18.1 
113.8 -23.2 109.8 -25. ~ 
146.1 I 21.9 105:5 -a.: 
123.~ 5.8 138.7 19. ~ 
96.4 - 6. 5 123.1 19,1 

118.2 42.4 113.2 36. ~ 
70.2 9.0 68.6 6 •. 

1,059.9£/ 1.4 1, 149.2 10. 

--- -
4,477. 7 7.3 4,380.0 4. 

!I SJurM: First Annual Review of exports for 1975/76 as agreed under the Eleventh Industrial Imports Credit (attached to 
1 e t t er of July 27, 1976 from iir. i4alhotra, Joint Secretary, DEA) • · 

2( For these export categories, no estimates of volume growth are available - the constant pr~e data for 1975/76 have been 
derived asuuming prices rose 12.5% (based on EPD's Index of International Inflation). 

£1 For mos.t i terns, footnote Ef applies • 

~: the export data have been converted from rupees using the following annual average. market exchange rates from the 
Il~ts International Financial Statistics& For data in 1974/75 prices: US$= Rs 7.976 

For data in 1975/76 prices& US$ ~ Rs 8.653 
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Iadla- PJ1pdW '!;pmpt A!I'U:Jw 1m t Aprll:hpt· 1974 

QuptlV --!llut (I a11UOJ!l 
1975 . 1976 1975 1976 

.Co.-. 
Qua. 

Cwof!tz .JraU_ (&~) (J.pri].eJ,_) (1.~-Jae) (April...T11D!) .wr.. .w. 
4«11wltm]. Procluot. 

11ah 000 . toDua ''·4 ''·' . ~. 7- 42 •• c.-.. ooo tarmet ,,.o 11.0 ~.a ,7.1 
Bucu 000 tclmln 1,.4 109.1 105·7 ,,., 
Cort11 000 tCIDIIU 22.5 17., MeT 55·5 
tea 000 tcamoe 28.1 21.9 ,.0 Jl•7 
l,io.a 000 tODDO• 10.1 11e9 , 1 •• , 12e 1 
OilOA.ba · 000 tozmea 112.1 '1).1 20.2 4).5 
Teg~~table Oila 000 t01ml88 2.1 4e2 1e5 . · 2.1 
inllntial CUe - - • 1.1 Oe' 

Cndt Materie.ll 

ll'mwmt~ !o'baooo 000 tc:mnee ,1.0 3&.4 56.8 "•' 
&u Cot-tOll 000 tcliDSo 5·9 · · · .12. 9 '•' 12.4 
llioa 000 tormos a., ,., 1·2 ,.2 
IraD Ore KilliOG tcuea '·' . &.z ,9.1 65.0 
~· 000 tcmDII , ... 1 1~.1 ' . ' ' 4.2 ,., 

!&m1f•o t-o~re;d 1 lm 

tinenl J'aela - • • 9118 · 1.1 
ChoaiW.a • • • 21.4 22.1 
Cott.:m 71.m and tm:ea4 000 touo• 0.4 2.1 o.a 4.2 
Coir atd'o.otufta 000 tozmes 1.1 10., 4•9 6.8 
LMtbQr & .l.ea.~r 
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Brief for Meeting with Mr. P. N. Haksar, 
Deputy Chairman 2 Planning Commission 

Biogra_phical data on Mr. Haksar are attached at Section F. ~. · 

2. The Planning Commission is the guardian of orthodoxy on Indian 
development strategy. as c eavy industry 
strateg • with its emphasis on higher public and import subst -
tu n, while de-emphasizing agriculture and exports. It has been the 
Bank's view .- shared by some in Government- that this is a strategy 
that has failed d~ring the last decade, will continue to fail, and, even 
if successful, will bring the benefits of higher incomes and employment 
to India's poor much too slowly. However, in the context of the recent 
finalization of the Fifth .·Plan (of which we do not have a copy), it would 
be useful to djscoyer how tbe Planning Commission now views these central 
i s in develo ment strategy. 

10.14.76 

Questions for the Deputy Chairman 

(.1) What is the strategy now recommended by the Planning 
Commission and in what ways has it changed from the 
earlier draft? In particular, how does the agri
cultural development pro r fit in, given that the 

of a riculture in lan investment appears to have 
been falling over the past four years, an 
20% of tota Plan outlay? What ro ress is ex 
~~~~~~~~~~~~or, and hat is the s~ra 

(2) ~at 5g 1 e does he see exports playing in Ind~ 
development? Can export growth provide dynamism to 
the industrial sector, and, if so, what policies 
should be pursued to achieve more rowtp? 
Does e e curren~ more relaxed foreign 
exchange position justifies a lower emphasis on 
exports than has recently been the case? 

(3) How should the current opportunity be exploited? Is 
there room for substantial expansion of the economy, and, 
if so, where should expenditures be increased and how? 

Questions from the Deputy . Chairman 

We do not know of any questions the D~put:y Chairman 
may raise. 
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G. RAJASTHAN VISIT 

1. Biographies 

2. Rajasthan Canal Project 

3. Suratgarh Seeds Farm 

4. Bank Group Involvement 
in Rajasthan 
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Biographical Data on Officials 

!tr. Heera Lal Devpura 

Mr. Mohan Mukerji 

Mr. G.S. Shastri 

October 18, 1976 

in 

(iii) ·Rajasthan 

Minister for Irrigation, 
Power and P.W.D. 

Chief Secretary 

Chairman of the Rajasthan 
Canal BoaJ:d 
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Mr. Heera Lal Devpura - Minister for Irrigation, Power and .P.W.D. 

Age 50 years. He was formerl y Secretary to the 
District Congress Committee before becoming State Minister for 
Panchayat, Development and Planning, Home, Tourism. and Public 
Relations. 

Mr. Mo 

Age 57 years. He has held various posts in the State 
Civil Service of Rajasthan, including Financial Commissioner 
and then Development Commissioner. He. went to ·the Central 
Government as Additional Secretary, Ministry of Education, 
Government of India and returned to his present post of Chief 
Secretary. He or six th in 1967-68. 

Mr. G.S. Shastri - Chairman of the Rajasthan Canal Board 

Age 54 years. He was tr.ained as a. Civil Engineer and 
has worked on a number of major projects over the past ten 
years as Chief Engineer. In particular, he worked on the Chambal 

.Irrigation project. 
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Background Note on Rajasthan Canal Project 

1. The project, which is a joint venture of the Government 
of India (GOI) and GOR, diverts water from the Sutlej River, following 
the Indus Water and will ultimately serve over one million 

's present involvement is currently 
ommand Area Development (CAD) area, i.e. 

completion of·· infrastructure, such as cana n ng * vil age water 
supplies, road network and aforestation, together with land levelling 
and field channels on the farms. The principal crops are cotton, wheat J~ 

and other cereals, and pulses grown by 0 farm families, ~ of ~~,-~ 
whom have been settled on 6.24 hectar re - (Report 
447-IN dated July 1, 1974) provi es $ lion out of a project ~ ' 
cost of US$ 174 million. ~ 

2. Key features of the project (the first IDA-assisted CAD 
project) are: 

(a) 

(b) 

(d) 

a C nd Area Authority to integrate all 
development act v t es, overcome planning 
and implementation problems without delay, 
and bridge departmental boundaries (often 
a constraint to development in bureaucratic
prone India); 

medi~term credit to all farmers, to complete 
.... ------their on-farm development. This is organized 

by the Rajasthan Land Development Corporation 
and commercial banks, refinanced by the 
AgriEblture Refinance _Development Corporation 
(ARDC); the latter a subsidiary of the Reserve 
Bank of India; 

distribution 
to conserve the scarce water.-~supplies an 
provide timely and equitable irrigation to 
each farm; 

shelter belts and dune stabilization 
ronment; 

(e) the 
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3. These are all 'firsts' in the development of irrigated 
agriculture in India. After initial teething problems, the project 
is now progressing well. There is no complacency, however, as you 
may learn, from the outspoken officials in charge. Their enthusiasm 

==-and skill is outstanding. 
~~------------------~ 

4. GOI and GOI are now planning subsequent development stages 
and have requested the Bank's assistance in project preparation prior 
to appraisal for further financial assistance. 

5. Extracts from the President's Report and a map are attached. 

10.6.76 
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Extract from President's Report on the Proposed Credit to 
India for the 

Rajasthan Canal(Command Area Development)Project 

(July 3, 1974) 

Tite Project 

1 ·~ , The proposed project is the development of two blocks totalling 
200,000 ha in the command area -of the existing Rajasthan Caflal (Irrigation) 
Project (RCP), one of India 1$ largest irrigation schemes, in the northeastern 
desert region of Rajasthan. Under this project, Rajasthan's share of the 
Beas and Ravi river waters is diverted by the Harike Barrage in Punjab and 
ff!d through a 214 km feed~r cana.l into t~e Rajasthan Main Canal. The Rajasthan 
Canal irrigation system is designed to provide perennial irrigation ultimately 

'-- for 1.14 mil~ion hectares of cultivable land. Presentiy, the distributary 
·system is completed to · serve nearly the whole of -ReP's 540,000 ha Stage I 
in the Ganga~'lgar District of the Bikaner Administrative Division. About 

00 farmer families drawn from la11dless a rlcultural laborers in adjacent 
areas a~d from temporary tenants dwelling in the project area ar~ being -
St;~ttlcd _ o·n 6 ha fartns. The present cropping in~enBity in the project area 
is 90% ~~with ·41% occuring in the wet summer at~d 49% in the dry winter season. 
~tain wet season crops are cotton and pulses 9 and the Jnain dry season production 
is wheaL and gram. In addition, mustard, millet, sorghum, berseem, groundnuts, 
paddy, and sugar cane are~grown in the area. Present yields of the r.:ain 
crops, ~otton and wheat, are low, mainly because o f !fte l imite 1 , of 

· · · ot - such as fertilizer, quality seeds and pes cides 
~u-~~~~~~~~l~~. 1r~a~c~tices. Agric~ltural production on the whole 'has 

to t fiese and other constraints, such as inad~quatc 
rl~ds, lack of on-farm development and ineffective supporting servic~~ . 
Leaka~e from unlined channels, deficient operating procedures and inadequate 
en-farm :'ater management have resulted in an overall irri ation operati 
effici&!:lcy of 357. to 40% against the potential 6.5%. 
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2. The proposed project would be a major step in a program to correct 
these deficiencies. It would coD&ist of land development, including level-
lin ha, eclamat 000 ba of saline soils, and · 
construction and liaiag of 5.800 km of watercourses~ lining of 915 bt of 
existing branch, distributary, and minor canals; afforestation to provide 

_ shelter b_eltil, for roads and canals, and saDd dun«t_!tabi~ifti~n; construction 
of 430 bi of roads; provision of 46 000 nutrient tons o ert lizer to 
restore soi er ty on farms developed un er ties for 
the supply of filtered and disinfected ater to 100 na roject 
- ...... ~..,· provision of vehicies, equipment and housing for p 
tration and agricultural support services. 

Project Iaplementation 

3. . Together with the Challbal eo-&nd Area Development Project 
(Rajasthan), the proposed project is expected t serve a prototyp in 
India for cOIIIDand area development. Consequently, particular care been 
giver- to the institutional and organizational aspects of the implementation. 
To ensure full cooperation between all the departJDents concerned with 
c011111and area developaent, the GoverDIM!Ilt of Raj asthan (GOR) has set up 
a Coaaand Area Develop111e11t and Water Utilization Department at state level 
and is establishing a Bajastha:n Canal eo-aDd Area Authority (CAA). · Tbe CAA 
would be respousible for water utilization and integrated area development 
in the irrigation cc.aand, for all colonization activities in the project 
area and the setting up of village cooperatives t for research and extension and 
for coordinating the supply of inputs. It woul d be in charge of· i1aplementing 

"'\..-· and managing the project. Its Board would be headed by an ~ea Development 
Caa.dssioner, who would also be the CAA 's adainistrator. The CAA would have 
four departments: irrigation and land development, agriculture, revenue, 
aDd cooperatives and colonization. The establiah.ent of the CAA, with 
organization, board membership and powers satisfactory to the Association, 
would be a condition of effectiveness for the proposed credit. 1/ 

4. On-farm deyelgpmcpt within the project area would be cqmpulsoxx 
to ensure efficient project execution and optfmal use of the available land 
and irrigation facilities. To assist in this objective, the Rajasthan Land 
Development Corporation (RLDC) would be set up as a statutor-Y corporation by 
GOR with an authorized share capital of Rs 100 million and a 50% equity 
participation by the Government of India (GOI). Its Board of Directors 
would be chaired by the Secretary of the Command Area Development and Water 
Utilization Department and would comprise representatives of GOI and the 
CAA. RLDC's establiehaent with capitalization, board membe~hip and powers 
satisfactory to the Association, would be a eoDdition of effectiveness for 
the proposed credit. 2/ RLDC's functions would be to act as a financial 
interwediary for on-farm develop.ent in the State. It would channel all land 
development funds to the CAA in line with the progress of on-farm works. 
RLDC would prepare applications for land development loans on behalf of 

1./ See Sec tioo 5. 01 (e) of the draft Development Credit Agree.ent. 

2/ See Section 5.0t(d) of the draft .Development Credit A&reeaent. 
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those farmers who - because of their credit standing - are eligible for 
such loans from the Rajasthan State Cooperative Land Development Bank (LDB) 
or from commercial banks. Other farmers would receive special loans from 
RLi>C, · using GO! funds. Subsidies would be available for several categories 
of disadvantaged farmers under the existing GOI program for small farmer 
development. 

s·. The extension service in the project area would be reorganized 
and would make use of p£egressi,re farmers as part-time extension workers. 
A special group will be created in the CAA to monitor the progress of the 
project. 

6. On-farm development~ in particular 
soil rofile and lt in a t or oss Under the 

present conditions of fertilizer shortage~ GOI allocations are likely to 
fall short of requirements. In order to ensure the availability of fer-
tilizer needed to re ilit sturbed soil, the project 
provides for th 000 nutrient tons of fertilizer which would 
supply the difference between present allocations.and recommended levels 
over a three-year period. Proposed arrangements for the distribution of 
this fertilizer to the farmers affected by land development are satisfactory .• 

·Project Costs and Financing 

1. The estimated total cost of the projec is US$174 milli equivalent, 
including US$47.1 million in foreign exchange. T. rincipal components 
are: canal lining, road construction and afforestation wor (US$47.7 mil
lion) , land development and village water supply (US$38. 6 mlllion) , supple
mentary fertilizer (US$19.7 Ddllion), and project administration (US$8.7 
million). The balance is made up by physical and price contingencies (US$59.3 
million). 

8. The proposed credit would cover 48% of total project cost. GOR 
would finance 42~ and GO! 5%. The balance would be contributed by the 
Agricultural Refinance Corporation (ARC) and by the participating commercial 
banks and LDB. Of the proceeds of the credit, GOI would use US$18.7 million 
for the procurement of fertilizer. US$41.8 milli~n would be on-lent by GOI 
to GOR on the normal terms on which development funds are being provided to 
state governments by the center. The remaining US$22.5 million would be 
passed on to ARC with 9 and 15 years maturity at 6.25% and 6~75% annual 
interest respectively. 1/ ARC in turn would refinance about 80% of the land 
development loans extended to farmers by participating commercial banks and 
LUB at not less than 7%~ repayable in accordance with the terms of the loans 
to farmers. Farmers would repay a commercial bank or LDB loan over a period 
of not more than 15 years, including not mo_re than two years of grace, with 
interest at the rate of not less ·than 9-1/2%. Farm loans would be secured 
by mortgages. The exchange risk associated with the. proposed IDA credit 
would be borne by the Borrower. 

1/ This amount of US$22.5 million on-lent to ARC becomes part of the over
all funding provided to ARC by GOI at the terms mentioned in the text. 
Consequently, there is no way of stating which of the. te~ .entioned 
apply to the funds ste.-dng froa the proposed loan. 
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RAJASTHAN CANAL PROJEct 
STAGE II 

The Government is considering an extension of the present 
Rajasthan Canal Project and is seeking Bank Group assistance in 
financing the proposed sesond •tage. The project is included in ~ 
our prograa for FY 1978. However, the project still requires 
extensive preparation and raises a number of difficult issues. 
The two principal questions which will require answers before the 
project can be designed are: 

(i) the amount of water available after the needs of 
the Stage I Project have been satisfied, and 

(ii) the area to be irrigated under Stage II or, in 
other words, the intensity of irrigation proposed. 

The water supplies for the Rajasthan Project originate in the Ravi 
and Beas rivers and are diverted to the Rajasthan Canal through the 
Harika Barrage on the Sutlej River below its confluence with the 
Beas. Saae 9 billion m3 are available for the two stages of the 
Rajasthan Project in seven years out of ten. The projected cropping 
pattern for the IDA financed portion of the Stage I project, which 
eovers 200,000 ha, has a gross annual water requirement of 1.9 bil ion 
m3. If the entire 540,000 ha included in the Stage I area are to ti 
developed to sim§lar standards, requireaents would be in the order 
of 5.1 billion m per annua leaving for the proposed Stage II area 
less than 4 billion m3 per annua. Yet, the area proposed to be 
served by Stage II covers same 610,000 ha. 

In fact, the area to benefit fran the Stage II developaent has 
yet to be chosen, a choice which understandably requires difficult 
political decisions. The original concept of the Stage II 
development was to extend the present main canal by up to 200 km and 
to introduce gravity irrisation in the areas adjacent to the canal. 
The poor quality of the soils in the areas cOMmanded by the canal so 
extended now seens to have persuaded the Governaent to include in the 
second stage a schene for lifting water fraa the main canal to irrigate 
a large area located to the southwest of the Stage I area near Bikaner 
which because of its elevation could not be irrigated by gravity flow. 

It is obvious that detailed design, cost estbaates, cost benefit 
analysis and econODic justification will all have to await the settlement 
of the basic issues mentioned above. 



Introduction 

BACKGROUND TO 
SURATGARH FARM VIS IT 

1. The Rajasthan State Seed Project proposal, loJhich is likely to form part of 
Phase II National Seeds Programme, includes the development of Suratgarh Farm as the 
State's .largest producer of certified seed, In order that the farm's development can 
be seen in perspective the following paragraphs outline the Phase I National Seed 
Project objectives, indicate what Phase II is likely to cover, and .explain the role 
Suratgarh Farm is expected to play in Phase II. · 

National Seed Project - Phase I 

2. The .project, which became effective on 8 October 197~ aims to increase food-
grain production by increasing the availability of high quality cereal seed. It covers 
development of certified seed production and processing facilities in four States: 
Punjab, Haryana, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh. The project will help improve storage, 
marketing, breeder and foundation seed production and seed technology research. 

4. Total project costs are $52.7 million. The Bank loan lion will be 
channelled two ways: about $18 million through the ARDC for ents in seed 
processing, production and storage facilities; and the remainder through GOI for 
seed technology research, quality control, training and technical assistance. 

National Seed Pro1ect - Phase II 

of 

5. The need for a national seed policy and the National Seed Corporation's {NSC 1 s) 
key coordinating role were established in Phase I. To implement such a policy it was 
considered necessary for all States with serious seed production potential (estimated 
at between 12 and 14 in total) to be part of the National Seed Programme. Phase II, 
due for appraisal in early 1977, ,.is expected to include 6 States which either have 
projects fully or partly prepared: Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, 
Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu. A line of credit may be included in the second loan so 
that NSC can itself appraise the remaining 2 to 4 States under Phase III. 

Suratgarh Farm's Role in Phase II 

6. The Rajasthan government selected Suratgarh Farm to play a key role in 
certified seed production because it is large (11,194 hal. ,mechanized and at full 
development will be well _irrigated. Moreover the farm's . location in an arid zone 
is expected to result in high quality seed (reduced incidence of seed-borne diseases) 
and excellent storage facilities during the monsoon. As one of the National Seed 
Programme objectives is to encourage small farmer participation in the production of 
certified seed the appraisal mission lvill have to consider carefully whether the 
development of one large State Farms Corporation of India farm is justified. 

7. Attachment 1 contains additional information and data on Suratgarh Farm. 
Map 1 shows the farm's location in relation to Delhi; Map 2 the farm. 



Location: 

Area: 

History: 

Soils: 

Climate: 

Status of 
Irrigation & 
Future needs: 

Total Crop 
Production: 

Farm Develop
ment Cost 
Estimates: 

Attachment 1 

SURATGARH CENTRAL STATE FARM 

Additional Information and Data 

Rajasthan State, Srigangar District (See maps 1&2) 

11,194 ha. 

1965 - Established by GOI with land from Rajasthan and 
machinery/equipment from U.S.S.R. 

1969 - Transferred to State Farms Corporation of India. 

Stratified alluvial sands which once formed the bed of the Ghaggar 
River. During kharif some 16,000 acres are usually subject to flooding, 

(a) Rainfall - 250-300 mm a year 
(b) Mean daily maxtmum temperature - 20.5°C (January) 

to 42.1°C (June) 
(c) Relative humidity - 80% (Jan.), 18% (May) 

Water (sufficient to irrigate 2800 ha in rabi and 2000 ha in kharif) 
is currently being supplied from the Bhakra (78 cusecs) and Ganga 
(15 cusecs) canals. Actual requirement based on rabi cropping is 
some 120 cusecs. The Rajasthan Canal Board has agreed to meet the 
farms water requirements from the Rajasthan Canal provided the SFCI 
agrees to pay higher irrigation charges and the cost of the 
distribution system required to deliver the additional amount of 
water (i,e. 27 cusecs). 

1970/71 
1971/72 
1972/73 
1973/74 

Tons 
8,351 

10,837 
14,056 
10,219 

~ 
1974/75* 10,030 
1975/76 19,328 
1976/77 (Est) 22,558 

* Switched over to the production of certified seed only, 

The following capital expenditure proposals have been put forward 
by the Rajasthan government as part of the Phase II National Seeds 
Project. 

Farm development equipment & machinery 
Land levelling machinery 
Land development - irrigation 

- land levelling 
Crop production machinery 
Farm structures and buildings 
Communications 
Spares (20% of machinery cost) 
Furniture and office equipment 
Seed processing and storage 

Total: 

Rs. million 
2.0 
6.3 
s.o 
3,2 

17.6 
6.1 
2.0 
4.8 
0,3 

13,9 
64.2 

(U.s. $7 million) 
The foreign exchange component would be about 25% 

.. 
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CENTRAL STATE FARM, SURATGARH 

The following note has been extracted from a pap·er 
prepared by the Government. Bank staff are not familiar with 
this particular seed farm which you are visiting at the suggestion 
of the Minister of Finance. 

Background 

The Central State Farm, Suratgarh, is a shining. illustra
tion of how a combination of scientific agriculture, irrigation 
facilities, financial resources, machinery and modern methods of 
management, can convert a desert into fertile field and an important 
source of quality seeds of high yie ng var eties. It is also an 
inspiring example of national and international cooperation between 
the State Government of Rajasthan and the Government of India, on the 
one hand, and the latter and the USSR on the other. 

The farm was set up in 1966 by the Government of India, 
land being provided by the Rajasthan Government and machinery and 
equipment by USSR. 

The management of the Suratgarh Farm was directly under 
the Ministry of Agriculture of the Government of India until 1969 
when it was transferred to the State Farms Corporation of India, 
established the same year for the management of this and other 
similar farms set up or proposed to be set up in other parts of 
India. 

Before the establishment of .the farm, the area was 
inhospitable wasteland in a desert area with scanty rainfall . 
The prospect of getting irrigation water from the Rajasthan Canal, ~ 
however, made the project attractive. Suratgarh is the bi est ~ 
irrigated mechanized farm in Asia, the area being 11~, ~1~94_.~~~~ 

Cropping Program 

As per the cropp~g program dran up for the farm, it i s 
planned to cultivate about 6,400 ha. (16,000 acres) in Kharif and 
9,600 ha. (24,000 acres) in Rabi. The crop-wise breakup, is given 
below: 



Kharif: 

Rabi: 

- 2 -

CROP 

Paddy 
Bajra 
Soy abean 
Urd 
Moong 
Guar 

Wheat 
Mustard 
Gram 
Berseem 
Potato 
Onion 
Sugar beet 

HECTARES 

3,000 
800 

1,000 
400 
400 
BOO 

6,400 

6,400 
200 

1,600 
400 
400 
200 
400 

9,600 

100 ha. (250 acres) area _ will be under orchard. 

Land Development 

While most of the reclamation and farm development work has 
been completed, fine levelling and land shaping with a view to more 
efficient use of limited irrigation water is still required on a sub
stantial area of the farm. Also, there are pockets within the Suratgarh 
farm area, which need reclamation. This work has also been started 
in the current year. It is estimated that an additional 200 ha. (500 
acres) will be available for cultivation during the next year. 

Organization 

The farm is divided into five blocks. In view .of the 
increasing intensity of cropping and the need for close supervisi on , 
guidance and control by technical staff for the purposes of qualit y 
seed production, the farm has been split into two, Suratgarh and 
Sardargarh, for operational purposes. 

Management by Objectives: Doubling the Yield and Trebling the Turnover 

Soon after assuming office the present Chairman, Dr. D.P. 
Singh, announced in January 1975, the following short-term g~o-~~lil&t! 

te Farms Cor oration · of India: 

i) Setting up of clear-cut goals of "doubljna t~ 
the turnover, and quadrupling 

f years. · 

_. 
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ii) Launching of an ambitious program of development 
of the farms. 

iii) Introduction of a system of management by objectives 
with a detailed Calendar of Operations, fortnightly 
review, grading of staff and linking of material 
incentives with the performance of each individual. 

iv) Inner democratization or participation by the 
members of the staff in the management and 
operations of the Corporation. 

v) Provision of a number of additional facilities and 
incentives for the staff. 

Achievements: 68% Increase in a Year and a Half 

The performance of the Corporation has been outstanding. ~ 
The roduction in 1975-76 went u b 68% from 1,00,303 quintals in /1 _ ~ :' 
1974-75 to 1, , qu tals last year. The cropped area increased -~ 
from 21,521 acres in 1974-75 to 26,749 acres in 1975-76 and is further 
proposed to be increased to 28,962 acres in 1976-77. 

The Central State Farm, Suratgarh, is mainly dependent 
on the Nali flood water during Kharif. by increasing the protected 
area with Bunds and by adopting improved water technology, the 
cropping intensity has been increased from 85% in 1974-75 to 107% 
during the year 1975-76 and is further proposed to be increased to 
116% during the year 1976-77. 

There has been substantial increase in the average yield 
per acre in the case of almost all major crops. It is expected to 
go up further during the current year 1976-77. 

The cropping pattern has been changed in the light of 
the economics of various crops. 

Prior to 1974-75, the Corporation was engaged in the 
production of certified seeds as also the commercial crops. However, 
from the year 1974-75, the Corporation has switched over to the pro
duction of only certified seeds. 

The quantity of seeds produced has more than doubled. 
During 1975-76, there was a total production of 1,55,900 quintals 
of seeds as against 76,244 quintals· during 1974-75. 
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Future Prospects 

It is hoped that the short-term goals of doubling the 
yield and trebling the turnover in terms of production will be 
achieved within the time limit of two and a half years. This is 
being done by expansion of cultivation and reclamation of poten
tially fertile land, reducing the area unsuitable for efficient 
cultivation, increasing the intensity of cropping, increasing the 
yields by increasing irrigation facilities, adopting up-to-date 
package of practices, providing necessary inputs, ensuring timely 
operations, developing and shaping land, growing more valuable 
and more easily marketable crops and varieties, provision of 
technical stafft financial resources, technical guidance and modern 
teclm.iques of management. 

Role and Place of the Suratgarh farm in the National Seeds Program 

The farm occupies a key position in the National Seeds 
Program, not only because it will be the largest single producer of 
see% but also because the quailty of the seed 1s expected to be ~ 
highest and the viability the longest. Being located in a dry area 
with little incidence of seed-borne diseases, such as, smut and 
Kamal Bunt, the seeds are expected to be of the highest quality. 
For the same reason, the farm will be an excellent place for storage 
during the monsoon season to meet the requirements of the Eastern 
and Southern states. · 

The farm is proposed to be developed as part of the State 
Seeds Project, Rajasthan, under the National Seeds Program by under
taking the following categories of development: 

i) Accurate levelling of the farm. 
ii) Adequate supply of water for irrigation. 

iii) Remodelling of canals and lining of water courses. 
iv) Supply of cultivation equipment and machinery. 
v) Seed processing and storage facilities. 

_. 



INDIA 

The State of Rajasthan is a beneficiary under the 
India wide Bank Group operations for power transmission, 
IDBI/SFC for on-lending through the Industrial Development 
Bank of India and the State Financial Corporation to small 
and medium scale industries, Brought Prone Areas, and the 
line of credit to the Agricultural Refinance and Development 
Corporation (ARDC). 

Lending for specific projects _in Rajasthan is of 
fairly recent origin!/ starting in FY74 with the Chambal 
Command Area Development (CAD) Project (loan of US$ 52 million). 
In FY75, credits were approved for the Rajasthan Canal (US$ 83 
million) and Rajasthan Dairy (US$ 27.7 million). The Chambal 
(CAD) project is a continuation of the CAD approach adopted 
in our credits for Andhra Pradesh and it has been progressing 
well. Background on the Rajasthan Canal has already been set 
out in Section G.2. The Rajasthan Dairy project is based upon 
the very successful AMUL a ry - perative sc eme in Gujarat 
and is one of the three credits we have already made for · 
supporting the extension of the AMUL approach, the other 
credits were -made to Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh. Disburse
ments are several months behind schedule but progress in 
general has been satisfactory. Four milk unions have been 
formed and excellent progress has been made in organizing 350 
dairy co-operatives at the village level. 

Over the next four years,_ we are planning two further 
~~~~~~ in this state. First, is the Ra"asthan Extension and 

search Project, whi~h adopts the same approac as the ot er 
projects p oposea for West Bengal and Madhya Pradesh. This 
project ba.& just been appraised and the total proje-ct is estimated 
to be US$ 50 - 60 million. Secondly, we have had under consider-
ation for some time a project to ·roc hos hat in the 
Kota area. The Bank was the executing agency for a UNDP financed 
feasibility study which was completed in 1972. Since then, ~~ ~ 
there has been a !ong and complicated history of disagreewent ~~ ~ 

-------~ 

1/ The Beas Equipment credit for US$ 23 million indirectly 
benefited Rajasthan through the Beas-Sutlej Scheme which 
made possible the Rajasthan Canal project. 
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~tween the Ceptr~ and ~ C..overnment.s on the financial 
arraiigements. The failure of the Indians to exploit this 
important resource has been of great concern to us, as we 
have been financing imports of rock phosphate thfaugh our 
Industrial Imports Credits. Accordingly, we told the 
Indians earlier this year that we could not continue to 
finance rock phosphate imports or, . indeed, Fertilizer 
Industry Credits, unless appropriate actions were taken. 

·under the current XI Industrial Imports and Fertilizer 
Industry Credits, the Indians agreed to follow a schedule 
for preparing this project for appraisal. At present, this 
schedule is being followed and the project is in our lending 
program for FY 1979. 

October 15, 1976 _. 



INDIA 

Brief for Meeting with the 
Minister ~f Health and Family Planning 

Mr. Karan Singh 

1. .Bi ographical data on Mr. Karan Singh are attached 
at Section F~2. A note on India's Population and Family 
Planning situation is included in Section C.6. 

Bank Group Operations 

2. World Bank involvement in the family planning program 
started with a project (co-financed with SIDA) to strengthen 
facilities and seek new methods of motivation in select·ed dis
tricts o~ two states, Uttar Prades~ and Karnataka. The project 
comprises a substantial civil worKs element or t e construction 
of health centers. This work has been proceeding satisfactorily. 

·The other major component is the establishment of Population 
Centers to assess the impact of family planning pno.grams. The 
selection of staff and setting up of these centers took ·longer 
than expected but now implementation is going well. In order 
to take full benefit of the experimental programs now. in 
operation, the GOI has asked· the Association to extend the 
life of the p~oject by one year from the present closing date of 
June 30, 1978. A supervision mission in October will review the 
consequences of the request; no additional funds will be .required. 

3. usse with the GO!; 
it will be designed to assist the .national program by strength
ening the staff and facilities av~lable as ~1 as the demand 
for ~ily planning by . focusinj i e alia n connnunity involve
ment, f~roale literacy and improve utrition education. · The 
mos t l ikely states to be covered are: Bihar, Atidhta Pradesh, 
Jammu and Kashmir, Assam, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and Rajashan. 
None of these states are currently considering legislation on 
compulsory family planning measures. 

Points ' for the Minister- You may wish to 
complement the Minister on the Government's 
renewed determination and more vigorous 
approach to natio~al policy on family planning. 
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- You may wish to ask the Minister whether, 
in his ·opinion, the present momentum can 

·.be sustained arid Jizhat he sees as · majo;:_ 
obstacles. 

Questions from the Minister - We are not 
aware of any question which. the Minister 
might raise, beyond pressing for a second 
project. 

October 15, _ 1976 



Mr. Fakhruddin Ali .Ahmed - . President of India 

Age 71. lawyer b profession, he was trained in 
UK as a barrister. rn to India he began practice as 
.an advocate in the Punjab High Court. · Shortly thereafter, he 
joined the Congress in November 1931, and four years later 
was elected to the Assembly in his home state of Assam. He 
was Minister .in Charge of Finance arid Revenue . irt Assam during 
1938/39; thereafter, he underwent spells of ~t for 
active association with the freedom movement .-- During 1946-52, 
he served as the Advocate Ge;eral of Assam. In 1952, he 
joined the Rajya Sabha as a Member of Parliament and lead 
several delegations abroad. He returned to state politics in 

·1957 and was in turn Minister of Finance, Law, Community 
Development, Panchayat and Local Self Government. In January 
1966, when Mrs. Gandhi came to power; he was brought to the 
Center as member of the Rajya Sabha, and was placed in charge 
of the Ministry of Irrigation and Power. 

He successively held charge or Education, Industrial 
Development and Company Affairs and Agriculture. His tenure 
in Agricultur~ was over four years, from June 1970 to July 
1974. He wa~ elected as President of India in August 1974. 

His , Abida Begum, is deeply involved iu social 
She is the founder President of the Lok Udyog, a newly 

ent 

own rj.ght. 

Cabinet Members 

Mr. Bansi Lal - Minister of Defense 

Age 49. Is a law graduate from the University of 
Punjab. Has been totally involved in politics from the very 
beginning. His initiation into politics began as a member of 
a Congress-backed movement for democratic rights in the 
princely state vf Loharu. Later, ~fter Independence, he took 
active part in the local politics of his own district - Hissar. 
In 1960, he was nominated as a member of the Rajya Sabha. 

---- -
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&90 A.M. 

9.10 A 

9.15 
\. 

9.45 A.M. Reach Lakhuwali Helipad and 
~eave for .RP 50 of Nal.l.Fangdesar 
Di*-ibutarv. 

9.50 A.M • 

lO .. OO 'A.M. 

10.05 ~.M. 

RD 50-Inspection of 
.initJe . workS • . 

Chak. 

... .-.~,.. 

Reach Cbha~~argarh. 

Drive from. Cithat(~gaf.h HeUpad 
to Chhattargarh :~test House 

iseilssi1 
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